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Local People Rally To Red
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in „
advance; single copies three cents.
Rockland To Be a Last Port of Call Before Airships Start
Cro88 Fund_Main Street
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
To
Cros
sthe
Atlantic
Canvass
Thur8day
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1U46. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The true extent of the disaster which
The Rockland Airport looms as a j Greenland, and from the latter point
In 1882. The Free Press was established
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to conspicuous factor in the proposed ' to Europe, regular mail ships on skis has overtaken 21 states is at last be
the Tribune These papers consolidated
coming fully apparent to the Ameri
..larch 17. 1897.
trans-Atlantic mail service which will : will probably be employed.

C. & R. Water Company Willing To Sell At Fair Valuation,
Says President Cobb, Who Thinks That Rockland Is Not
In a Position To Buy

The wisdom of establishing the , company to make extensions. None
can people through radio and news proposed Knox Water district was of these conditions prevail here,
become effective the latter part of • The first section of this air route,
columns and in every city, town and discussed froir, two angles at yester- [ where there is quality, adequacy of
H
••• •••••• ••• *«.
the present year—an $80,000,000 i United States t6 Labrador, will see
hamlet comes a rallying to the Red day's meeting of the Forty Club, the
♦
There can be no rainbow with- •••' project.
service and pressure.
mail service early this year, and in
Cross. There is not the smallest doubt
— out a cloud and a storm.—J. H.
|
■*'
i
Rockland
as
a
port
of
entry,
in
and
addition
the
planes
will
bring
green
speaker
being
Hon.
William
T.
Cobb,
“Legislature will guard the inter
— Vincent.
that that organization will be feed
•••
_
out of the United States will be the furs from Labrador to New York, a ing a million people in the stricken president of the Camden & Rock ests of all parties," Governor Cobb
9 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
.».
.«. p
last American port visited by the air task which formerly required about areas before spring, a much larger land Water Company; and Hon. Wil said, "and all that the company will
craft on their flight to Europe, and nine months.
number than during the Mississippi liam T. Cobb, private citizen. It was do there is to see that the bill gives
HAS NOT FORGOTTEN
will be the first American port visit
proper protection. Arbitrators will
The New York & Maine Airways , flood. The great extent of the afCyrus II. K. Curtis In Generous Gift ed on the return.
will be the name of the corporation fected area still further complicates a frank unbosoming of the dis be appointed in case of a disagree
To Newsboys Recalls Own Humble
By using the Northern route the I operating this line,
the distribution of foodstuffs, for the tinguished speaker's actual feelings ment (and I imagine we will not
Beginning
longest hop over the ocean will be ; Trans-Atlantic mail service was drought has left the people in their in the matter—a frank avowal of his agree) and in that case the Court
Announcement is made by the Bur from Labrador to Greenland—553 1 strongly hinted at by Col. Charles A. isolated farm-homes rather than company’s purpose not to oppose the appoints. The arbitrators are al
ways men from outside of the com
roughs Newsboys' Foundation in Bos miles, whereas the Southern route, Lindbergh in an interview granted to gathered in refugee centers.
The apportionment to Knox County establishment of a water district, and munities concerned. We do propose
ton, of a $12,000 gift by Cyrus H. K. from Bermuda to the Azores means a Courier-Gazette reporter last fall,
REDUCED RATES
Chapter of the Red Cross is $3200 an equally frank expression of
Curtis. In making the gift Mr. Curtis a jump of 1800 miles.
although even he had hardly dared Already it is apparent that all town
to get what we believe is a fair price.
wrote: ''Ever since my visit to the
ON RAILROADS
It is probable that seaplanes will to hint at such an early opening of chapters, dormant for some time, opinion that it would be an extremely We are not willing sellers; we have
Newsboys’ Foundation I have had a
will spring to service in this emerg unwise act to take on this burden built up this valuable property be
very deep interest in the work which be used between Rockland and the service.
ency.
is being done and I think it is most
when the business outlook for Rock lieving we should prosper. We value
Meantime The Courier-Gazette is land is peculiarly unpromising.
admirable. I was quite delighted with
our plant at $1,700,000, representing
BORROWING TROUBLE
tan district will be the scene of the what I saw.”
carrying
on
its
campaign
column,
KENNEBEC BRIDGE
THE STATE CAPITOL
most gigantic concentration of peo
The introduction of the speaker the water rights, land to protect it.
publishing the list of contributors,
Resolutions were adopted by the
New Yorker, Foreseeing Population ple, business and industry in the newsboys thanking Mr. Curtis for his
the churches of the county are co was prefaced by a brief reference our fine building, etc. If the district
Of 21,000,000 In 35 Years Issues world,” he told the New York credit generosity and reminding him that his Nearly 850,000 Persons Made Leaders Profess To See An operating with the chairman and
from John M. Richardson, chair concludes that it wants to buy I as
men's association last night.
Solemn Warning
career has been an inspiration to
Early Adjournment of the clubs and groups are responding. At man of the entertainment committee sume that the property will be taken
Use of Big Structure Last
"If this growth develops accord newsboys. It was voted also that
a meeting of the local Red Cross
Visualizing a population of 21,000,- ing to a sound and workable plan classes in pottery, jewelry and leathcommittee Saturday this committee to the famous trip which the Cobb on condemnation proceedings, or
Year
Maine Legislature
000 in the metropolitan area within business will prosper, industry will ercraft send suitable tokens of appre
was appointed to canvass Main Club made to the State convention eminent domain.
35 years, George McAneny, president thrive, traffic will move freely and ciation. Mr. Curtis related to the
The Associated Press summary on street: H. P. Blodgett, W. I. Ayer, J in Bangor when Mr. Cobb was nomi
An interesting cross section of
“The Public Utilities Commission
of the regional plan association, the public will find health, comfort boys that his own career began as a America's advance in the matter of Maine Legislative matters offers the
Richardson, C. H. Duff, J. F. nated for governor. "Some of our allowed us a valuation of $1,250,000
warns that New York must move to and convenience in their home areas newsboy at the age of 12 on the streets
Carver,
E.
L.
Brown.
W.
A.
Glover,
locomotion is afforded by an analy following for this week:
cope with it or face "creeping par and recreational facilities.
M. E. Wotton, F. W. Fuller, W. C guests today attended that conven and we have since added $50,000
of Portland, with a capital of three
“Without such a plan creeping cents.—Boston Transcript.
alysis."
“Maine legislators, preparing for Ladd, W. P. Conley, A. F. McAlary, tion," said Mr. Richardson. “Will which would give us a valuation of
sis of the just published traffic re
“Within 35 years this metropoli paralysis may well overtake us.”
port of the Kennebec Bridge, which their fourth week of the present ses G. A. Lawrence and H. B. Bird. The they please rise.”
$1,300,000 for rate making purposes.
embraces the decade from 1920, when sion, toyed with tne possibility of canvass will be made Thursday.
RECALLS OLD TEACHERS
In response to his bidding four Somewhere between that amount
All checks for contributions should
the old ferry was taken over by the I early adjournment despite the fact
of' =
A1 the Si j
made payable to J. Herbert San men stood—Frank W. Fuller, C. I. and the amount the company carries
Palo Alto, Calif., Jan. 19.
bridge authorities, to Dec. 13, 1930. Ithat tbeir Predecessors, over an be
I North Nations
Bank
Burrows, M. E. Wotton and F. A. would be the figures on which the
born, treasurer.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Nearly 850,000 persons crossed over ^s
Pthen'
arbitrators would probably agree,
7 “ “elr endeavors before $2^tributions acknowledged to date Winslow.
I note that several readers of The the bridge last year, an increase of i
Courier-Gazette are coming forward
“I well remember it,” said Gover when the value of a going concern
Nevertheless, a forecast came fromfR E- Thurston ...................... $ 5.00
' with long lists of their school teach amnmohil^hen«e«IdPr^,ed^Bii330'?99
nor Cobb, when the Forty Club’s is taken into account.”
ers now living. I am of that gener Srilh iS twmT^ as,6 i10 v gaw? i BulleiSh Martin, president of the JA Poor Parmer ....................... 5,00
Governor Cobb, speaking as a citi
^n?5;351iUliCk.S^1h1iUPPer branch, that legislative tents jE W. Berry ............................
1.00 long continued applause had died
ation and went to school in the dis
motorcycIes llsted by might be folded two or three weeks E B Crockett ......................... 5.00 away, “and I shall never cease to zen expressed the opinion that the
trict called “Brookly" in Warren
j (now called Warren Highlands) and the attendants.
earlier than in 1929, when the law ;Mrs- W. C. Ladd ..................... 2.00 feel grateful for the honor which the water district proposition seems to
Traffic has gradually increased makers called “quits” on April 13.! Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bird ........ 10.00
in Rockport. They are-: Frank Hilt
Cobb Club conferred upon me. It him like an unwise proposition, and
Oliver. Warren; Emma Carroll Leach, since the opening of the bridge in “Unless unforeseen delays occur," Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown ...... 10.00
that Rockland is not in a situation,
Rockport; Emma Sidelinger Perkins, November, 1927, when 766,701 per President Martin said, “there is a Roscoe Staples ....................... 2.00 pulled me through."
• • • •
with its present industrial condition,
[Warren; Manila Andrews Copeland, sons made use of the new span, a real and definite prospect of an early E. Mont Perry .......................... 1.00
Rockport family ........................
3.00 Governor Cobb approached his to burden itself with more taxation
Warren; Della Andrews Robbins, total exceeding by 158,000 the previ adjournment—possibly in March.”
H. E. Robinson ...................... 5.00 subject in what he termed the best unless it is shown that a saving can
Rockland; Nellie Andrews Morton, ous high figure made by the old ferry
The
Senate
president
pointed
to
»
Rockport; Laelie Ingraham Buzzell, in 1926.
the increase in the number of legis W. W. Case ............................. 5.00
A decade ago teams were still in lative measures introduced in his Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover .... 10.00 of temper and with the declaration be made.
! Rockport; Villa Orbeton Gordon,
Of the people who succeed and those who fail
"I don’t see how much of a saving
Minneapolis; George Andrews, Min common use as indicated by the 1920 branch during the first seven days A Friend. Rockland ................... 2.00 that there would be no controversy
are convincing proofs of the value of saving and
in rates can be made,” said the
neapolis; also Hannah M. Starrett, total of 12,511. Last year the num of the session compared with former F. D. Alden ............................. 5.00 so far as the company is concerned.
not spending foolishly.
who, I think, is still living in War ber had fallen off to less than 4000. years, indicating a speedier activity Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeland
“I hope,” he said “that each citizen speaker, “as conditions which obtain
Warren .................................. 5.00
ren, but whose married name I do not Indicative of the rapid strides of the all along the line. Seventy-six
will acquaint himself with the facts j in one district may be radically difPractically all of the country’s successful men of
motor
age
is
the
corresponding
in

Anonymous
............
:
.................
10.00
recall.
Annabel Morse.
measures were placed in the Senate
crease in motor traffic during the receptacle as against 39 two years No Name ..................................... 1.00 as the question is one of such im- ferent in another. We are not a
the self-made type attribute the beginning of their
523 Cowper street.
ten-year
period.
In
1920,
54,219
cars
success to habits of industry and saving.
ago in the seven-day period. Up to Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy .... 3.00 portance that all ought to look into compact district (we use more than
were ferried over the Kennebec while adjournment last week the House Mrs. Flora E. Lovejoy .....
3.00 it for themselves.”
100 miles of pipe) and it is not a
in 1930. six times that number passed had received 159 items, approximate Anonymous .............................. 2.00
The Camden <fe Rockland Water growing community. Taxes are be
the
toll
gates
of
the
bridge.
Truck
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
C.
Lufkin
....
5.00
lm|XTR4CTED traffic jumped during that same ly double the number for the same Mrs. Sarah F. Lufkin ................ 1.00 Co. was organized tn the late 80’s coming excessive and I am told that
period of 1929.
period from 263 in 1920 to the 25,000 inhere were those, however, who Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton.... 10.00 with the idea of giving Rockland ; we have more than $100,000 of un
AMD TREATED
mark in 1930.
saw in the figures no indication of Mr. and Mrs. O. I. Burrows .... 10.00 better service. There was no Public collected taxes. This is in no sense a
In 1920, horses, cows and oxen had hastened adjournment. The unsea- Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg........ 10.00
PAINLESS METHODS
Rockland, Main©
R. E. Eaton ............................... 5.00 Utilities Commission in those days, reflection upon the present adminis
a place on the list with a total of 141,
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON while in 1930 quadrupeds had dropped sonal influx of legislation was at- A Cushing Friend ..................... 100 and the men who were instrumental tration or instances where abate
the*11 filing o? pViv^te'^^iXi^^MMeth°dist Church
8.00 in forming the inew company hoped ments are justly made.
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland to a bare 60.
According to the figures, the old measure., In 1929 the final dateJar
and Mrs. Wm^Ellingwood 20 00 to find it a profitable investment.
“Is the water district going to re
ferry did not carry busses. That fihng
measures was Fefe 5 This I Drs. R. W. Bickford and R.
The
petition
for
a
new
charter
was
duce
the water rates enough so that
L.
Stratton
......................
.
10.00
[ now familiar vehicle first came to year the date was set forward to 1
Mrs. Mildred Richardson ........ LOO combatted in Legislature by the other , it will be worth While to crowd this
' the notice of the checkers in 1927
„Z*
corporation, which had an insuffl- burden of taxation upon you?”
when two were listed. In 1930 nearly 1 No let-up in the rush of business I JF L:
'"'...........................
200 used the bridge.
Mayor Richardson, ex-Mayor A. C.
was in prospect for this week’s ses- MarvMcPhall Thomaston""” 2IX) cient plant and had been giving inKNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
adequate service.
| McLoon, Frank A. Winslow, H. P.
sion. Local road appropriations and Mrg OUve McPhai,.................
CAMDEN STREET SCHOOLS
fish and game regulations formed the
Thomaston
9 on
Governor Cobb, viiho has been Blodgett, Alfred Hocking, Nelson B.
bulk of last week's activity and simi- Tenant's Harbor Baptist Sunpresident
of the corporation 20 years Cobb, Ernest C. Davis, Capt. John
Reports Show Many Pupils Punctual ar measures were ready to crowd
Sch0ol ........................... 500
In Attendance, Smart in Studies
the House and Senate hoppers Mon- | , Fri_nrt Wnrd 7
s nn explained briefly its financial struc- : Bernet, John Newman, Homer E.
day. L. Smith Dunnack newly-ap- a!™F. BStodl
^00 ture, which included the issuance of . Robinson, Edward Gonia, F. W. FulGrades Two, Three and Four, Grace pointed revisor of the statutes andRockland chapter, Red Cross 100.00 5000 shares of common stock. These ler and C. I. Burrows were guests
advisor to the solons, indicated that, Knoweachother club ............. 2.00 did not cost the original owners yesterday. A new member, Robert J.
Cunningham, teacher.
3 00
Barbara Robinson’s name has been approximately 200 proposals would • Anonymous
be drafted bv today with many of Camden Branch"”””””"””” loo'oo anything, he said, and had occasioned Foster was presented. The double
added to the dental honor roll.
them scheduled for early introduc Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Leach ....
5.00 some criticism, but enough of the quartet organized by John H. Mc
Those pupils not absent a half day tion.
earnings had been put back into the Loon presented several numbers in
Comrades of the Way, Congre
during the past six weeks ranking
The week also was expected to see
gational Sunday School ...... 10.00 plant so that today it represents a cluding a new club song, tune
period were Priscilla Brazier, Laura the appointment of six Senators and Anonymous .............................. 25.00
value of $1,700,000. The only divi “Anchors Awelgh.” The members
Candage, Richard Donohue, Ruth ten Representatives as a joint com Through Thomaston Branch:—
Packard, Henry Dodge, Marguerite mittee to consider the “Administra Mrs. C. A. Leighton ............... 25.00 dend which had ever been paid, up are W. P. Conley, E. R. Veazie, W.
Gray, and Clarence Yeager.
tive code” for reorganization of the Mrs. Richard Elliott ............... 10.00 to last year, was 2 percent.
H. Butler, M. L. Marston, J. H. Mc
Arithmetic honor roll:
Henry State government. The code, pre Mrs. H. T. Watts ......................
2.00 The corporation has always be Loon, H. E. Lamb, Raymond Perry
Dodge, Frederick Small, Clarence pared from a recent governmental Mrs' Jospphlne b. Stone ........ 1.00
Yeager, Marguerite Gray, Richard survey and backed by the advdcacy Miss EUa K oillchrest...........
1.00 lieved that it has given adequate and John A. Black with Arthur F.
Donohue, Priscilla Brazier, Roger of Governor William Tudor Gardiner,
service and that the stockholders Lamb at the piano. Rev. George H.
• • • .
1 Conant, Josephine Farrington, Bar- was sponsored in the Senate last, Mr and Mrfi w pBarrett,....
were entitled to fair dividends. The Welch spoke in behalf of the Red
J bara Robinson, Norma Smallwood. week by Senator Weatherbee of Penobunion .....................................
2.00 water is generally recognized as good Cross. There was a total attendance
Robert Pettee and Janice Farnham.
scot. Weatherbee sent it on its way B H Nichols”""””"”™™"™™.. 2.00
as any other if not the best in the of 77.
• • • •
with measures calling for a consti Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Pearce
2.00
Sub Primary and First Grade, Addie tutional amendment to abolish the C. H. Duff ................................ 5.00 State, and t'ne fire service is ade
Last week’s prizes at Carr's alleys;
R Rogers, toacher.
State Treasurer’s office, establish- Addie E. Snow.................... 2.00
quate. In the past 10 years more
The teacher and pupils gladly wel- ment of a State budget and transfer Anonymous .............................. 5.00 than $400,000 has been expended in Barnes, 135; Stinson, Dickenson, C.
come bacx Elizabeth Perry who has ence of certain duties of the treas- Mrs. J. H. Flanagan ............... LOO plant betterments inclusive of the Steeves, tied on 130; Foland, 125;
Jacobs, 120.
been absent for several weeks, due to urer to a Treasury Bureau in a pro A. J. Beal ................................ 5.00
posed Department of Finance.
Nelson B. Cobb ....................... 10.00 $60,000 spent to give the service
! a very serious illness.
Legislation affecting the motorist Clara L. Spear ......................... 10.00 which the cement corporation said YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Pupils not absent during the last
3.00 would be necessary for that plant.
whereby a Trustee, usually a
six weeks' ranking period: Marie was prominent among last week’s Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Rose Jr....
1. The “Lump Sum” Payment
If I had to live my life again I would
Dodge, Virginia Donohue, Madeline measures. These included a bill to Congregational Sunday School 20.80
hank, administers your insurance
The pumping plants, standpipes, have
way in which your policies are
made a rule to read some poetry
change
the
registration
date
for
au

Anonymous .............................. 5.00
Grant, Jane Packard, Edwin Raye,
and llste* to some music at least onc«
funds in strict accordance with
etc.,
make
it
one
of
the
best
physical
payable outright to your bene
tomobiles
from
Jan.
1
to
May
1
and
Rev. J. C. MacDonald ............. 4.00
Grace Richards, Pearl Smith, Walter
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
the provisions of an agreement
ficiaries with no restrictions as to
water plants in Maine.
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
5.00
Dodge. Leona Flanders, Amos Hart- a measure to raise the present vehicle Ernest C. Davis..................
• • • •
previously entered into by you
1 !ey. Ciaribel Leach, Ronald Packard. excise tax by one mill in each of sev Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Moor.. 10.00
how such beneficiaries may em
OF PROSE AND RHYME
eral classifications. Traffic measures
Mabel Richards and Albert Smith.
There has been some criticism of THE BALLAD
and the trustee. By this method,
ploy the funds. Not infrequently,
(Ballade: A double refrain)
l $855.80
Aiithmetic
honor
roll:
Marie
Dodge.
included
one
to
require
pedestrians
expenditures, the speaker said, but When the ways are heavy with mire and
you may direct how your insur
waste and unwise investments
Madeline Grant, Harry Lever, Jane to walk on the left hand edge of the
rut.
ance proceeds are to be invested
directly or indirectly conspire
Packard, Edwin Raye, Norma Rich road and to establish a uniform sys “MISS KNOX COUNTY” there have never been but two
In November fogs. In December snows.
and how the income and prin
salaried men—the president who re When the north wind hoArls and the
against the safety of insurance
ards, Pearl Smith, Walter Dodge. tem of hand signals, for drivers.
doors are shut.—
cipal are to be paid to your
Leona Flanders, Eleanor Gross, Clarifunds left by this method.
When this paper went to press the ceives $1500 a year; and the super
There Is place and enough for the
LIFE
INSURANCE
FIGURES
bel
Leach,
Ronald
Packard,
Elizabeth
pains of prase;
beneficiaries.
City Fathers were in executive ses intendent who gets $4000 a year. All But whenever
a scent from the white
Perry. Dorothy Ryan, Albert Smith
2. The Optional Settlement plan
of
the
other
operators
are
working
thorn blows.
Total Amount Bought In Maine Last sion at the Council Chamber engaged
and Ellie Wardwell.
Besides the advantage of being
And
the
Jasmine-stars
at the casement
whereby the insurance companies
in the mammoth task of counting by the day, week or month.
Year Exceeded the 1929 Showing
Spelling honor roll, Grade 1: Marie
climb.
provided for against almost every
the great mass of votes which had
pay your beneficiaries stated sums
And a Rosalind face at the lattice shows.
"I
think
you
will
be
convinced
that
Dodge,
Virginia
Donohue,
Cleveland
contingency, your heirs are privi
Then hey!—for the ripple of laughing
at regular intervals on a straight
Gray, Harry Lever, Donald Moody. The Maine Life Underwriters Asso been cast in the popularity contest the company is not being extrava
rhyme!
conducted
by
the
Rockland
Veteran
ciation
announces
that
a
preliminary
leged
to
call
upon
the
Trustee
for
Jane
Packard,
Edwin
Raye,
Norma
contractual basis. This method
and unofficial survey shows that the Firemen’s Association in conjunction gantly managed," said Governor When the brains get dry as an empty
counsel
on
.all
matters
of
a
finan

Richards,
Pearl
Smith
and
James
insures far greater safety, but fre
nut.
total amount of life insurance pur with the annual food fair and bazaar. Cobb, “and if It had not been for
Yorke.
cial or even personal nature. We
When the reason stands on Its squarest
quently is not flexible enough to
chased in Maine during 1930 is about While it has been generally assumed the great increase in taxes there
toes.
should
be
glad
to
explain
in
de

4% in excess of the amount in 1929, tjiat the honor would go to some would probably have been no attempt When the mind (like a beard) has a
provide for unforeseen contin
“formal cut."
tail and without obligation, some
the record year. Total life insur member of the feminine sex it should
gencies requiring ready cash.
There is place and enough for the
ance in force in Maine, according to be remembered that it is a popularity to raise the rates. According to the
of the advantages of a Life Insur
pains of prose;
Q
the Association's survey, is something contest open to any “person” in valuation the returns have not been But whenever the May-blood stirs and
ance Trust with this bank.
3. The Life Insurance Trust Plan
blows.
better than $550,000,000, counting or Knox County. And this lends zest more than 6 percent, and the amount
the young year draws to the
► EMBALMING < dinary industrial and group insur to the unofficial statement that S. allowed by the Public Utilities Com And“golden
prime,**
Spear's vote is known to be
And Sir Romeo sticks in his ear a rose.—
ance.
. Nilo
,
MOTOR AMBULANCI The survey also indicates that total around the million mark. The out- mission is 5W, and nobody could say Thenrhyme!
hey!—for the ripple of laughing
I life insurance in force in the United j come of the contest will be made that is an extravagant return.
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully States is nearly 109 billion dollars, of known at Spear hall tonight.
"We raise no objection, as a com In a theme where the thoughts have a
served the families of Knox County which about $18,500,000,000 represents j________________________________
pedant-strut
pany,
to the attempt to take over the
In a changing quarrel of “Ayes” and
LADY ATTENDANT
} new 1930 business.
“
Noes.”
plant, for two reasons—first because In a starched
Day Tel. 450
781-1
The report lays emphasis on the
procession of "If and
“But.”—
| it would do no good if we did; sec
fact that life insurance is primarily
There Is place enough for the pains
an American institution, for the
BURPEE’S
ondly because we know of no way
of prose;
whenever a soft glance softer grows
United States, with but 6% of the’;
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
ROCKLAND, ME.
whereby we could get a better return But
And the light hours dance to the
world’s population, has more than
trystlng-tlme
i for our stock if the property is
I 70% of the world’s life insurance.
|
And the secret is told that no one knows
taken over on a fair valuation.”
Then hey!—for the ripple of laughing
Pinal figures will be prepared by
rhyme!
■he end of March, by which time all
Governor Cobb said that he had
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
WARM AND DRY
RADIO EXPERT 'he companies will have compiled
Envoy
served three times as an arbitrator
world, for its needs
their 1930 annual statements.
Get your car after the pictures or in water district matters and that in In theandwork-a-day
woes.
There
is
place
and
enough
for the pains
golf
—
warm
and
ready
to
go
Flnanrlul Inatitntlona. Inc., la a Maine corporation ownlnc a majority of
.Oapllal
•< «
almost every case where arbitration
of prose;
WHEJN IN BOSTON—You can buy
Maine bank, bavins total reaourrra of more than SS6.000.000 Over SR t>*c cent of tbe f oinnion Stot k
of Financial Inatllutlona. Inc., la owned by Maine rapltnl and the corporation la inanaaed by Maine
I copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
But
whenever
the
May-bells
clash and
, is Invoked the chief reason for form
men who have I»a<l lone and
experience In bunking and financial operation.
chime
Lome news, at the Old South News
ing
a
water
district
is
the
impurity
Aeency,
Washington
St.,
next
Old
South
Then
hev!
for
the
ripple
of
laughing
R. W. TYLER
rhyme!
Church; also at M. Andelnian’s. 284 Tre1 of the water or the inability of the
509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland
■ niont 8t.
—Austin Dobson.

PERSONAL

HISTORIES

North National Bank

Three ways of leaving
Life Insurance

IMMLSHWICt

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND

INSIDE EVENING
STORAGE
25c

A

Fireproof Garage

The Courier-Gazette

"ON MY SET”

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

STRAND THEATRE
Some of the foremost names in
modern music were closely bound
with thc filming of "New Moon," i
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's screen
adaptation of the stage musicaldrama success, which will be the
attraction Monday and Tuesday at I
Strand Theatre.
Lawrence Tibbett and Grace
Moore, co-stars of the picture, need
no introduction, Tibbett having

Rockland. Me.. Jan 27. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Viiu on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. 24. 1931. there was printed a total of
6268 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Let us therefore come boldly unto
the throne of grace, that we may ob
tain mercy, and find grace to help in
time of need.—Heb. 4:16.
In the waning days of Septem
ber Captain William H. Wincapaw.
base manager1 of the Curtiss-Wright
Plying Service, flew over Cooper's
Beach at an altitude of 1500 feet and
told his companion Francis Ahlblad
to shoot
Armed with an aerial
camera. Ahlblad followed instructions
and the result was a 7x10 plate which
developed into the most remarkable
picture of Rockland that was ever
made showing nearly every house in
the city and giving a splendid por
trayal of the waterfront and business
district. The northeril tier of towns
ln Knox County can be made out.
Union being especially plain, while
in the background are hazy outlines
of Mt. Katahdin. This view is made
possible by an enlargement in the
photo department of the CurtissWright Plying Service whereby the
7x10 picture made by Mr. Ahlblad
has become a magnificent panorama
30x40. This is now being framed at
Crie's, and after being exhibited in
some Main street window, will be
come, through Captain Wincapaw’s
generosity the permanent property of
The Courier-Gazette.

Every-Other-Day
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Rev. J. Charles MacDonald sat
up until midnight Sunday, and
was unexpectedly rewarded when
he tuned in on Station KNX of
Hollywood, Calif.
•• •••
If you tuned in at 7 o'clock
Sunday morning, and heard "Be
lieve It Or Not Ripley’s" broad
cast for the benefit Af Australian
listeners you probably did not
regret the loss of beauty sleep
which that early rising occa
sioned. The man who has visit
ed 72 countries has certainly seen
some stiange things, and most
of us never knew before that
America's first name was "Wineland."
•••
When the passenger and crew
of the Gold Medal Fast Freight
visit Hartford, via radio Wedncssday evening, they discover
that Hartford, “the insurance
capitol of the world," was the
first city to see a moving auto
mobile, a flying aeroplane, the
first steam wagon, and thc first
steamboat. Eddie, the Gold
Medal Organist, greets Hartford
with “Baby's Birthday Party"
followed by "My Love For You"
and Meditation from "Thais."
The Wheaties Quartet, musical
train crew of the Gold Medal
Fast Freight sing "I'm Satisfied"
and "All I Want To Do Is To Be
With Y'ou," also the customary
yodel and join in the ensemble
singing "All the King's Horses
and All thc King's Men." Eddie
will play one piano selection "I
Can't Give Y'ou Anything But
Love.”
••• ••• •••
Listeners on the Sunday noon
British broadcast over WNAC
got a most interesting insight
into English polities. The series
continues next Sunday at 12.30.

TWO

FROM

THOMASTON

Rockland Court Stars, Both Sexes, Were Triumphant In
Last Night’s Double-Header
The Rockland High girls' and boys'
basketball teams won victories
from the Thomaston Hi^h court
aggregations in the local gym last
night with the boys' score at 20 to
11 while the local girls won a hard
fought game by a 28 to 23 count. A
capacity house witnessed the games
which were very close until the last
few minutes of play.
There was verv little scoring in thc
boys' game as both teams staged a
defensive battle the greater part of
the evening. The locals took thc
lead in the first period and it' remained in their possession throughout
the rest of thc game, but was never
safe until the last few minutes when
Art Flanagan, again shot baskets
that put the game away. The lanky
forward was largely responsible fot
last night's victory as he made 14
of the 20 Rockland points. McAlary
also played a good defensive game.
Feyler led the scoring for the Thom
aston quintet while Felt did the bulk
of the floor work.
The Rockland High girls had no
lazy job in defeating the Thomaston
sextet as the final score shows
They led bv onlv five points at the
end of the first half and in the second half thev did not have a very
large lead at any time. The shooting of the Thomaston forward. Miss
Williams, featured the game, as she
caged the entire 23 points that the

visitors made. Miss Howard of the
locals was next in line for shooting
honors as she rolled up a total of
21 points with her mate, Helen Matt
son. doing some fine pass-work. The
Rockland guards, Smith and Snow
man excelled as usual.
Summary of boys' game: ■
Rockland
F.G

6
0
1
1
0
—
8
Thomaston
F.G
Johnson,rg ............. 0
Day, lg ................... 0
Grafton,lg .............. 0
Feyler. c ................. 2
Felt, lf ................... 0
Morgan, rf ............. 1

Flanagan, lf ...........
Knowlton, rf ..........,
Ellingwood. c ..........
Gay, lg .....................
McAlary, rg ..........

F.
2

0
1
1
0

Tl
14
0
3
3
0
20

F.
1
0
2
0
2
0

but the

I

Five Minutes a Day for the Furnace

modified 3
/$ deservedly popular for Its

WIDE ADAPTABILITY
tI
Modified Whole Life Policy
With Change of Rate at End of Three Years

ANNUAL PREMIUM

11

GRACE MCORE and LAWRENCE _
TIBBETT /zi’NEW- MOON
achieved a sensational success in his
first screen effort, "The Rogue Song,"
and Miss Moore having scored
equally in her talkie debut as Jenny
Lind of "A Lady's Morals.”
The school of dancing opened here
The names connected with the
by Gretchen Fletcher this winter, has
composing, arranging and orchestra
BOY SCOUTS, TROOP 2
had a most encouraging season and
tion end of the musical production
UNION
much interest is being manifested by
are equally meritorious. These in
Test Work Done In Preparation For
her pupils and friends in the Valen
clude Sigmund Romberg and Oscar
The severe cold of Sunday morning
Next Monday Night's Court .of
tine ball and dancing exhibition,
Hammerstein who wrote the original did not dampen the courage of Union
she will give Feb. 16, in Temple hall.
score including the memorable “Lover people to any great extent. There Honor
The program will consist of two
I Come Back to Me:” and Herbert were 86 in attendance at the Sunday
parts. The first will be a miniature
At this week's meeting of Troop 2
Stothart and Clifford Giey, remem school.
circus, with the pupils representing
much time was given to test work in
bered for their songs in "The Rogue
Albert
Reemts.
the
"Rawleigh
mat.
all tlie characters from thc farmer
Song" and "Devil May Care." who spent the weekend at his home at preparation for the Court of Honor
who comes to watch to thc Wild West
have again contributed two out- < Brvant's Pond.
which is to be held next Monday
show. The second part of the pro
i standing
“What Is Your
Price.
S™? songs.
“"^d^The
Omer's
Herbert Mank haS
conflned t0 night, and which this troop will atgram will include clever numbers in
Madame.
ana
Tne Farmers
fOr several days with a
.
,
tap, eccentric and charactei dancing,
Daughter."
u
„
severe cold.
tcnd in a body'
as well as dainty toe and aesthetic
A symphony orchestra of a hunword has been received here of the
Scout Gregory passed Scout Pace
dancing. Miss Fletcher will also be
dred pieces was used for the more jeath Of Mrs Herbert Thurston ol and Thrift. Scout Joy passed several
on the program in a graceful aes
fn^'Ru’San’mScwdth 100 S^001 street' Everett- Mass- M: tests and expects to go up for first
thetic presentation. Her program in
orchestra for t^Rus«anmuMCWit_Th
n wh .a a tiveofUnion
y
wU1
detail will be published later. Post
cymbalon accompaniment. In the t retains
,
many friends here, who symers advertising this event have been
"Stouthearted Men" number, sung by
with' him in his bereavement Reading Merit Badge. Scout SpofThe Grenadier Guards Band
placed in many of the store windows
Tibbett and a chorus of horsemen, \ • Mfs Ellner Light who has been | ford is looking for second class. Sev
in Montreal gave a snappy 15about town. Tickets for the exhibi
the warlike beat of drums ,^»Sc,iPe confined to the house for several cral others are expected to appear
minute concert over WNAC from
tion and dance are on sale by her
principal accompaniment to the stir-1
...
H
12.45 to 1 Sunday afternoon.
weeks with a sprained ankle has had before thc court for second class also,
pupils and at the Corner Drug store.
ring marching song.-^adv.
the enjovment of a fine radio, a _
, _ ,
,
J - present from her children Games of Swatem and The Hunter
Christmas
And speaking of bands did
Thc W.C.T.U. met at the home of
Mrs. Light is very thankful to tbe were played
CAMDEN
you ever hear the Jennv concert
Miss Florence Hastings Friday aft
In connection with the celebration
I many friends of the Eastern Star ancl
------to better advantage than last
ernoon. The topic was ‘ Would the
Word was received in town yester- ; Seven Tree Grange who have so gen- and observance of the 21st anniver
Sunday night. That Poet and
saloon by any other name be less
dav of the death in Lewiston of Mrs. erously helped out in many ways in sary of Scouting io America, with
Peasant overture will linger long
evil"—Mrs. Kate Brann leader.
William Stover. 85. Deceased was a this time of difficulty, and both Mr.,
,
a
.
in memory. Offerings for next
Several articles were read and an
former resident of this place. She and Mrs. Light greatly appreciate all ncar*y 5,000,000 Scouts, it is well to
Sunday night during this hour
open discussion followed. It was vot
leaves a husband and one son. Wil- their kindness.
i emember that this is Troop 2's fifth
will include selections from the
ed to approve the Grant-Hudson bill,
liarn G. Stover, at whose home she
Albert Mank was badly injured Fri- anniversary with a membership of 24
Merry Widow, Hungarian Rhap
for the federal regulation of produc
sodic and “The Country Garden.”
day by a large limb falling on his registered Scouts, the' largest and
died.
tion of motion pictures and to ask
....
•
■
William Simmons is visiting friends back. The doctor could find no bone ,
Maine Congressmen to vote for this
broken,
but Mr. Mank is confined to , oIdei,t actlve tro°P ln
city. A
There seems to be no limit to
bill when it comes up for action. It
in Sargentville.
broadcasting nowadays. Sunday
was voted to invite other unions in
Mrs. L. M. Chandler entertained at his bed"and unable to stand on his program for anniversary week is
night’s program on a Toronto
the county to meet with the Rock
a dinner party Saturday night at her feet. It is not known just how the being prepared.
-----------------land Union Feb. 20 when Mrs. Althea ' station included baptisms.
home on Washington street, Mr. and accident happened, but he was cutting
••• ••• •••
G. Quimby State president, will be j
Mrs. Herbert Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. down apple trees in the orchard <
Paul Whiteman will return to
present. Mrs. Evelyn Sherman, Miss
Louis Setter. Mr. and Mrs. Robert the rear of his home. With difficulty
Hints For Homemakers
Ada B. Young and Mrs. Atherton
the air tonight at 8 o'clock. His
Jamieson and Mr. and Mrs. F. W. he managed to get into the house, and
has suffered a great deal of pain :*d
program will include a half-hour
were appointed a committee for ar
Miller.
By Jane Rogers
been unable to move without intense
rangements. In accord with the na
of the latest popular melodies,
Robert W. Jamieson has bought the suffering. Mr. Mank is almost 83
tional program the month of Febru
both orchestral and vocal, and will
Frank Norton camp at Hosmer Pond. years old and has been remarkably
ary is to be the time for an intensive . take place every Tuesday eve
Mrs. Ada Dyer, librarian at the well and active. Never so happy as
campaign for increased membership.
ning after the above date. The
Camden Public Library, is confined to wben bc jjatj a good job. he has
program is sponsored by a group
the house with a broken wrist, the re- 7^;^^ every day cutting and fitting
of paint and lacquer manufac
Arthur B. Richardson, formerly of
suit of a fall.
the trees into stove wood.
turers known as the Allied Qual
this city, who has been in the em
Charles and Howard Weed have re
ity Paint Group and will be broad
ploy of the Cheesebrough Manufac
turned from a visit at Deer Isle.
cast by thc National Broadcast
turing Co., the past 15 years, has just
MARTiNSVILLE
Henry Barnes has returned 'from
ing Co. Paul Whiteman and his
been honored by election as vice
School in district 14 opened Jan., 26
band, now on a tour, will return i Harpswell where he was called by the with Luther Wotton of Friendship as;
president. Letters yesterday received
to Chicago with a ful! repertoire j death of his mother. .
by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
teacher.
of unique arrangements and nov
R. Richardson of Park street, were
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Freethy have re
Mildred Proctor of Tenant's Har
dated Copenhagen, which city Ar
elties such as only he can pro
turned from a visit with friends in bor visited Mrs. F. W. Hart Thursday.
thur was then visiting for the first
duce.
•
j Sedgwick.
William Pease and son George arc
time since he went there as the com
Miss Gladys Clark is confined to cutting wood for Nelson Gardner.
pany's representative 15 years ago. PAUL WHITEMAN
her home on Belmont avenue by illVictor Chaples of Clark Island
He was also to visit Berlin. Germany,
RETURNS
TO RADIO ; ness.
_____
visited
his brother Edward last Sun
before returning to his home in Lon
□on
vice i-rcsiuein,
Local radio listeners will be pleased ' Mrs. Louis Hart entertained the day.
don. Vice
President »ivi«uuov„°
Richardson's
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Jones and
services for the Cheesebrough Com- i to hear that Paul Whiteman will re- Monday Club yesterday afternoon a.
family and Charles Irvine were guests
N this season of sneezes and snif
panv have taken him into many j turn to the air on Tuesday evening, her home on High street.
fles, the ordinary -handkerchief
foreign lands, and the manner in • Jan. 27. at 8 o'clock Easter-i StandAt the Comique Theatre today Jo Wednesday evening of Mr. and Mrs.
is a prolific source of infection, but
which he has always discharged his ard Time. His program will include grown will be seen in "Going Wild; Jerome Jones. Refreshments were
have you seen the new, hemstitched
duties has justly earned the new a half-hour of the latest popular Wednesday and Thursday, "Wanted, served and 63 was played,
melodies, both orchestral and vocal, Dead or Alive;" Friday, Bebe Daniels
Louise Jacobson of Tenant s Har- tissue handkerchiefs; so inexpen
distinction he has acquired.
and will take place every Tuesday in "Lawful Larceny;" Saturday, Fan- bor is visiting Margaret Jones, dur- sive they can be discarded after
using, but not a bit like the oldnie Brice in "Be Yourself."
dig thp school vacation.
The united service of the Episcopal evening after the above date.
The program is sponsored by a
Rcmember and tune in Wednesday
Averill was a guest of Mr. style paper affair? They come in
perishes of Thomaston, Rockland
pastel shades and their soft tex
of paint and lacquer manufac- ni„-,, at 7 30 on WLBZ. Bangor, and and Mrs; Jerome Joneo last week,
and Camden, held Sunday evening group
turers known as the Allied Quality hear' VheCamden-Rockport Lions
Mrs. Leforest Teel of Rockland ture is a real relief to the suffer
at St Thomas Church, Camden, was
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. ing nose.
one of unusual beauty and profit. Paint Group and will be broadcast clufc jroadcast. An interesting pro- W. Hart. Sunday.
being prepared. There will
Rockland and Thomaston contribut over the Blue network of National gram
Mirrors should never be cleaned
Miss Ruth Proctor and friend were
ed 84 attendants. The splendid new Broadcasting Co. and additional sta- 1 be music by Dean's Band, an address Sunday guests of Mrs. F. W. Hart.
with soap suds. The best results
organ, thc gift of Cyrus H. K. Curtis, tions. Paul Whiteman and his band. b King Lion Dr. J. G. Hutchins, C. M. Mason has been decorating are obtained by nibbing them with
« „
T
and the combined choirs of the three now on a tour, will return to Chicago ‘'Springtime in the Rockies" by Earle
a paste of whiting and water. Then
churches furnished the musical pro with a full repertoire of unique ar- j Achornof Rockport and the club songr°om5 f°r Mrs. Leroy Hupper,
polish with a dry chamois to re
rangements
and
novelties
sucli
as
bv
,
he
so
i
o
ar
tist
in
Bangor
George
Mrs
Sidney
Dow
was
dinner
guest
move the powder.
gram, one of high order. Rev. John only he can produce. It has often Dyer
Sen Uons who has a at Mrs NelsonGardner's Thursday,
Crowell, s( ci tary general of the
voice on the air and who was
■■ ■ ■
—-—
Con-Fraternity of the Blessed Sacra been said that Whiteman remakes ,
—_____ jazz tunes into melodies of classic J gp distinctly heard on their recent
ment. and rector „*
of St. John's Church
of Newport, Vt delivered a' masterly 1 beauty. Allied Quality Paint Group broacjcast. will give a short story of
address. At the close of the service products^ are handled oy W. H. | tbe business broadcast. They desire
your suggestions or criticisms and a j
an informal rt caption and refresh Glover & Co.—adv.
ments were enjoy'd in the parish
Mother: "If you are so naughty card sent to them at Camden or to
house.
you will never get a husband when Station WLBZ at Ban;or will be
Oil In Water In Steam Heating Systems
you grow up—-no man will marry much appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis McGrath
William T. Smith lias returned such a quarrelsome, ill-mannered
are receiving congratulations on the VERV often when steam heating
from Presque Isle where he was for person."
systems are newly Installed the
arrival of a little daughter, born at
a few days engaged in business mat
Flossie: "I know someone who did." I Camden Community Hospital.
oil used ln making up the joints
ters. Mr. Smith has completed his
Mother: "Whom?"
George Prescott is a patient at the In the piping and ln other parts of
contract at Houlton where he in
Flossie: "Papa."
the system will find Its way back
Camden Community Hospital.
stalled the plumbing and heating in
Charles S. Kidder, master painter to the boiler, and this emulsion of
the new hotel. The Northland, ancl
M1CKIE
SAYS
—
at the Bath Iron Works Corp., is at j ail and water in the boiler will very
has begun work at Presque Isle on
jften result ln inefficient operation
1 Knox General Hospital, where he un
a similar contract with the building
derwent a serious operation last Fri with a resultant waste of fuel.
of the new hotel, the Northeast'.and.
-THIS MM NOT Be -THE
A simple test can be applied to
day. Drs. North and Jameson were
Aroostook folks familiar with the
LARGEST TOVJki IU THE LAUD,
work on these two buildings speak
the attending physicians.
BUT A LOT Or PEOPLE LIVE
A utility shower was given Mr. and
highly of Mr. Smith's part.
HERE, AUD THEV ALL
i Mrs. Franklin C. Manning, Jr., Thurs
SPEUD AAOWEV, AUD THEV
A number of correspondents have
day evening at the home of his par
ALL REAP THIS MEWSPAPER»
been recalling the names of living
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Manning.
SO IP YOU WAUT SOME
teachers whose schools they attend
Park street. The newlyweds received
OF THIS AAOUEV ADVERTISE
ed manv years ago. but it remains for ;
, a number of lovely and useful gifts.
IU OUR- eOLUMMS
Mrs. Caroline Merriam to make the ,
The evening was spent in playing
unique claim that her father. William
bridge and 63, and a jolly time was
Achorn: her mother, Jennie (Crock
enjoyed. Ice cream and cake were ,
ett 1 Achorn; her brother. Albert F. ■
served. Best wishes of the company
Achorn; and herself went to thc same |
were bestowed upon Mr. and Mrs.
teacher, thc late (and beloved' Alden j
Manning for a happy married life
Tyler.
Among those present were Mr. apd
Mrs. Charles Carver, Mr. and Mrs.
Ex-Senator Z. M. Dwinal of Cam
B. J. Philbrook. Mr. and Mrs. E. O.
In a case of this kind the water
den will address the Lions Club to
Philbrook of Rockland: Mr. and Mrs.
in the system should be completely
morrow on the highway situation,
drained
off and the boiler filled
Leon Stimson. Mr. and Mrs. Milford
nnd it goes without saying that the
with
clean water, also a/lding
Keene. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Young.
Lions will give him the enthusiastic
about two gallons of vinegar.
It
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spear, Mr. and
attention that the subject demands.
is of course necessary to shut down
Mrs. Joseph Pellerin. Chester Han
The open forun, goes into effect at
the furnace and allow it to cool
sen, Miss Mildred Hendrick. Mrs. Fred
this meeting, and the Lions may have
off before changing water,
Thompson. Mrs. Nellie Manning, and .
After clean water and vinegar
their interrogation points in readi
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Manning, Sr., determine whether or not off ls
ness.
all of Camden. The newly married present ln the water in the steam have been put Into the system
Simply take a operation should be continued as
couple are at present making their heating system.
District Agent L. A. Walker of the
home in Rockland with the bride's sample of the water from the boil- usual for ten days, when thia mix
Northwestern Mutual gave the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver. er by opening the small valve at ture of vinegar fctnd water should
the bottom of the guage glass, put be completely drained from the
Portland agency an excellent talk on
this water ln a pan and boil it over I boiler and the boiler refilled with
"Prospecting" in Portland Saturday.
a fire.
If the water produces a [clean water.
The action of the
On his return he was accompanied bv
dirty, soapy foam, you can be' vinegar (acetic acid) in circulaiing
Gilford B. Butler, who had been the j
• 'TBuy A Home »
reasonably certain that oil is pre- through the system will be to r»truest for a few days of Maynard S.
‘.Rendthe CLASSIFIED At
•ent In the water.
I move all the oily deposits.
Dean in Woodfords.

I

for every kind of Life Insurance need

Tl
1
0
2
4
2

Referee, Mahan. Time, four 8's.
Summary of girls' game:
Score. Rockland 28. Thomaston 23.
Rockland lineup: Mattson rf. Howard lf. Brewer e, Lawrence sc, Smith
rg, Snowman lg.
Thomaston: Williams rf. Johnson
lf. Libby c, Wellman sc. Vinal rg,
Wellman lg. Young lg.
Points scored by, Howard 21, Mattson 7, Williams 23.

is a Prudential Policy

there

AGE

$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000

First Three
Years

20 $60.50
80.25
30
40 115.15
50 174.90

Fourth
and Following
Years

3rd Year
Dividend
Apportioned
for 1030

$71.20 $13.20
16.90
94.40
23.05
135.45
205.75 z 33.10

Net Cost
Fourth Year
on this basis

4th Year
Div.
Apport’d for
1031

$58.00 $13.60
17.40
77.50
112.40 23.75
172.65 33.75

Net Cost
6th Year
on this basis

$57.60
77.00
111.70
172.00

(Premium Payable Quarterly, Semi-Annually or Annually)

Agog tS to SO SS.OOO and uo
This policy calls for one increase in rate
beginning with the fourth year; but
dividends begin at that time and on the
basis of current experience as indicated
above these dividends arc more than
sufficient at all ages to fully offset the
increase in the premium, thus reducing
the cost below the initial rate.
C. L. BLACK, Asst. Supt.

Masonic Temple, Rockland

rinlfiiiial
SttBitratirp (Cnmpatnt ol Atnrrira
EDWARD D. DUFFIELD, President

HOME OFFICE, Newark, N. J,

FLEAS PREFER BLONDES
, ,'nal. Certain kinds of fleas, he said
------are believed to carry the germs of
Science is now blaming fleas for rheumatic fever- from which heart
President Of the Willys-Overland
Sees Good Business And Tells Pub the spread of heart disease. That is trouble develops. He added that
the statement made by Dr. Hugh medical research indicated blondes
lic Why
McCulloch of St. Louis, associate are more susceptible to the ailment
„
What about the automobile busi editor of the Heart Association Jour- than brunettes.
ness for 1931? Possibly no question
will be asked more often or answered
in as many different ways than dur
—■
•
ing the current automobile shows
writes President Miller of the WillysOverland Co.
"Willys-Overland entered the pres
ent year with cash and securities of
over $5,000,000. We liave no bank in
debtedness of any kind. During the
past year we retired approximately
$1,000,000 of bonds and an additional
$1,000,000 of preferred stock. The
expense incurred in the necessary
experimental and development work
in connection with the 1931 line of
Willys cars has also been written
off. Thus from a financial standpoint
we enter the new year in excellent
condition.
“Further, we have no great carry
over of materials for the models
which were replaced by our new line.
Thus we face no "clean-up." Our
Why pay $99.50 or more
dealers and distributors can devote
for a wringer-type agitator
all of their energy and time to the
washer
when you can get
selling of our new cars. With the
a new, quality-built EASY
conservative sales policy we have
at a sensationally new low
followed during the past year, our re
tail outlets have not had to force
price that saves you $20
their sales, so at the present time
and more?
their used car stocks are at a mini
This
EASY Washer is
mum and they are in a position to
new throughout. Not an
make favorable allowances for cars
Site.- • »’
old model cheapened to
that prospective purchasers will have
meet a price. It will do
to trade in on our new models.
"From a competitive standpoint
anything that any agitatorWillys-Overland Is also in a strategic
type wringer washer will
position. While our prices have been
do
— and do it better.
drastically lowered, in some instances
Check these features:—
as much as $700. compared with simi
Standard Generaljslectric
lar types of last year, they are all
larger, better in performance, ap
.Motor; balloon-type
pearance and finish and should de
wringer rolls; easy - to liver thc most economical and low
clean, jade green porcelain
cost operation maintenance of any
enameled tub. There are
cars we have ever built. I believe
other important advan
our new Willys Six will prove the
tages.
backbone of our business for the
coming year, for in this line we are
This new EASY Washer
offering a big six with a motor of 65
brings you the efficiency
horsepower selling in the price range
and dependability that
of four-cylinder cars. The six-cylin
BUY ON THE BUDGET
have made the EASY
der Willys six roadster on a 110-inch
name famous—at a new
wheelbase, listing at $495, is typical
PLAN
of the quality and thrift prices we
low price that actually
have adopted."
Small down paymer.t;
saves you at least $20.
AN OPTIMISTIC PRODUCER

Never before

a Washer Value like this!

A New

at

EASY

Washer

#^050

Come in today for
demonstration.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Central

a

Maine

at any of

Balance monthly

Power

Company

our stores

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

ALL
THIS
WEEK
at

FOODLAND
BONELESS HAMS
Whole or Half

Lb. 24c
FREE CABBAGE
With

CORNED BEEF

ROLL BUTTER
2 Founds for 65c
YOUR CHOICE OF KINO

FLORIDA ORANGES
2 dozen for 55c

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Jan. 26-31—Portland Automobile show.
Jan. 28—Annual Charity Dance of
F.-C.-D., at Temple hall.
Jan. 29-30—Midwinter meeting of
, Maine Federation of Women's Clubs in
' Augusta.
Jan. 30—Annual Student Day program
of the Rubinstein Club.
I Jan. 31—R. H. S. Interscholastic winter
carnival.
Feb. 2-^Candlemas Day.
Feb. 6—Rotary Club ladies’ night at
Thorndike Hotel.
Feb. 6 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
Feb. 8—Concert in Strand Theatre by
Rockland City Band.
Feb. 12—R. H. S. Junior Class play.
“Peg O' My Heart.''
Feb. L3—High School’s Kippy Karnival.
Feb. 18—Gretchen Fletcher dancing re
cital. Temple hall.
Feb. 23—Annual meeting of the Forty
Club at Thorndike Hotel.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week, North and
Middle Atlantic States: Rain or snow
■Wednesday or Thursday, followed by
generally fair. Colder Tuesday anal
Wednesday, warmer Thursday and
considerably colder Friday and Sat
urday.

The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer
Camp, S.W.V., meets tomorrow night
at Legion hall at 7.30.

There will be a meeting of Kalloch
Class this afternoon at the Baptist
[parlors for sewing. Take box lunch.

The Sewing Circle of Ralph Ulmer
Camp, S.W.V., meets tomorrow aftcrj noon at Legion hall at 2.30.

LARGE SIZE—FULL OF JUICE

FRESH HADDOCK
SPAWN
2 pounds 29c

Ervin L. Curtis who has been very
ill at his home on the New County
j road is able to sit up a part of each
i day—
New entries at Rockland Commer
cial College for the day school are
Harold Smith of Thomaston and Ed
ward Barnard of Rockland.

FRESH CODFISH
Tongues and Cheeks
One pound 25c

E. H. Philbrick has returned from
Boston where he has been attending
the New England oil men's conven
tion and the automobile show.

WATERMELON
PICKLES
2 pounds 25c

PICKLED SPICED
ONIONS
2 pounds 25c
HEINZ MINCEMEAT
s 2 pounds 25c

GOLD DUST
2 large pkgs. 39c

ROLLED OATS
5 pounds 25c

SEEDED RAISINS
3 packages 25c

CARNATION MiLK
3 cans 23c
JELL-0
ALL FLAVORS

4 packages 29c

SALT PORK
One pound 15c

DIAM ND MATCHES
6 boxes 18c
NORMAN R
THE PERFECT FLOUR

Bag 69c

DISH PAN
COMBINATION
Each 59c
PIG VALUE

PERRY’S
MARKET
eve73> grave
Memorials
We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment,” and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on the selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
liTT-tr
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Mrs. Joan Miller has resigned her
position as cashier and bookkeeper at
Newberry's. She had been with the
firm since opening in this city.

' The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
I Veterans is giving a bridge party
this evening at Grand Army hall,
with Mrs. Anastasia Harmon in
charge.

Miss Lois Ross, youngest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ross, died
Sunday. Funeral services will be
held from 315 Old County road
Thursday at 2 o'clock.
The postponed meeting of January
and the meeting for February of the
board of the Home for Aged Women
will take place tomorrow afternoon
■ at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Frank W.
1 Fuller, Talbot avenue.

Rockland Encampment will work
the Patriarchal degree on six can
didates Wednesday night.

WITH THE BOWLERS

The Federals drew away from the
bunch for a comfortable lead in the
The Firemen's Benefit Association City League last week and the Dark
is all set for tomorrow night's ban Horses got a further jump on the
quet at Perry's Park Street Cafe.
Forty Club No. 2 or 1 Here is the
of all the teams in the Carr’s
The charter for the proposed Knox standing
Water District was presented in the Alley Leagues:
City League
Senate today by St. Clair of Knox.
P.F.
W L PC
Federals ........... 40 15 .727
Maine Power Company is in Bucks The Pirates ...... 37 18 .673
port for a few davs in the interest of Forty Club, 3 .... 36 19 .655
Boiler Makers .. 33 22 .600
home demonstration work.
Burpee Furn..... 26 24 .520
The Y.P.B. will meet Thursday Ford Motor Co. 18 32 .360
evening- with Miss Vivian Chaples, Street Railway.. 17 38 .309
the leader Mrs. Mildred Washburn. Rock. Body Shop 8 47 .145
Knox County League
Topic "Education of youth for so
W L PC
P.F.
briety.”
Dark Horses .... 39 11 .780
Representative Hobbs of Hope re 40 Club 2 or 1. .. 35 15 .700
numbered The Courier-Gazette staff Five Aces .......... 26 19 .578
with some samples of the nice Mc Under Dogs .... 27 28 .491
Intosh Reds which his cellars arc Kickapoo, C. G. 23 27 .450
Central Maine.. 18 27 .400
still carrying.
Wholesalers ..... 19 31 .380
Mrs. William S. Colson, 53, died L.P.C. Dragons... 13 42 .236
Sunday from the effects of bichloride
SAW POPPY WORKERS
tablets taken a week previously by
mistake. Funeral was held at the
Burpee parlors this forenoon at 9.30. And Mrs. Snow and Mrs. Lamb Then
Saw Lawmakers In Action At
Capitol.
John T. Berry, late of the Rockland
police force, makes prompt and em
Mrs. Anne Snow and Mrs. Susie
phatic denial of the report that he is
Lamb of the local auxiliary of Wins
] attached to the prohibition forces or low-Holbrook Post visited Togus in
[ in any way employed by the federal the interest of the poppj' program
government.
and found 59 men at work. The
A racket which seems to have been Home contains 1000 World War vet
a cross between a snowslide and a erans, 400 Spanish War veterans and
quarry blast mystified many folks 85 Civil War veterans. There arc
in Rockland and vicinity Sunday aft available for poppy work 250 men
ernoon. 'Twas a bit too abrupt for who have been recommended by doc
tors and officials, but owing to the
a real polite earthquake.
lack of orders from the various units,
Miss Mary C. Tyler, who taught there is, not enough work for more
in Rockland schools more than 60 than 60.
This shows the importance of the
years, died at her home on Camden
street Sunday, aged 80 years. Pri units placing orders for poppies as
vate funeral services will be held promptly as possible. The manufac
ture of these small flowers stands for
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
more than giving the veteran oppor
E. Mont Perry received news yes tunity for beneficial work, as it aids
terday of the death of Alice (Haw in carrying on the financial part of
thorne) widow of Bernard I. Weeks, the welfare program of the State and
formerly of this city, which occurred National Auxiliary. All government
Jan. 19 at the Hollenbeck Home for homes and hospitals are reported as
the Aged in Los Angeles where she full, with many veterans waiting ad
had been an inmate seven years. Mr. mittance, not available at this time
Weeks and Mr. Perry were cousins. due to lack of housing facilities.
From Togus Mrs. Snow and Mrs.
' The interment was in Evergreen
Lamb went to Augusta where they
! cemetery, Los Angeles.
attended a meeting of the Woman's
Inside warm storage/ evening, 25 Legislative committee at the State
I cents until further notice. Leave House. They heard Gov. Gardiner
your car at Fireproof Garage while speak on the bill covering the con
you go to the movies or play golf. solidation or re-organization of vari
ous State departments.
At the
Get it warm and ready to go instead meeting
attended by women from
of cold and hard or impossible to representative
organizations in the
start. Fireproof Garage.—adv.
State, they heard bills pertaining
particularly to social and child wel
fare presented and explained, among
them the juvenile court bill. This
I
group of women do not act as a body,
An Ad. In These
but return to explain in turn legisla
tive matters and bills to their clubs
to make it possible for Maine’s club
Columns Will Sell
women to endorse intelligently, or
veto in like manner, such bills as are
Anything From a
presented for voting.
—
Needle to an Anchor.
Nilo’s Repair Shop. Spring street,
i will be open Saturday nights herei after.—adv.
8-tf
What Do You Want

. It was calm enough downtown Sat' urday, and in spite of the cold every*bdOy was remarking: What a perfect
I day! Not so out at Rockland High| lands where the snow blew in so
badly that it was necessary to send
a relief crew to clear the trolley line.
The new working group of Congre
gational ladies is to hold a business
meeting at the home of Mrs. C. E.
Gilley, Broadway, Thursday evening
at 7.30. All who have signed for this
committee are requested to be pres
ent.

to Sell ?

i
[
i
I

Mrs. Nellie Hall, teacher of Grade
, Five, Tyler School would like to have
a stereopticon and views which she
' can use in her school room for the
, benefit of the children. Perhaps
I someone has one stored away in their
1 attic, and would be willing to part
with it for this purpose, and for
which she and her pupils would be
very thankful.

Lotta J. Darling, well known and
popular psychic reader, has by spe
cial request arrived in Rockland
where she will remain a short time
onln- All wishing readings would do
well to call early and avoid the rush.
Parlors at 23 Park street.—adv.
12*14
Margaret Newton, distinguished
psychic, of Portland will demonstrate
spirit communication at G.A.R. hall
next Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.~

12'14

adv.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Am opening a Small Repair Shop in
Basement of Munsey's Garage. Ex
pert Work on All Makes of Cars.
Terms Reasonable
O. E. RIPLEY
Formerly of Lewiston Buick Co.
12’lt
notice of seizure

Notice ls hereby given of seizure, at
Rockland. Me. as follows: one 1930 Ford
'i automobile and three 1 gal. cans alcohol.
I seized for violation of Sec 593-4 Tariff
Act of 1930. Any person claiming above
must appear at the Custom House at
Rockland. Me., and file his claim with-■
In twenty days from Jan. 13th, 1931. F.
M HUME. Collector.
| Rockland. Me. Jan. 13, 1931.
6-T-12 j

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DOLLAR
AND4 PRE-INVENTORY CLOSE-OUT
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, January 29, 30, and 31
Shade Curtains, all colors; 2 for ....................
Leatherette Suit Cases, good lock, leather
handle ...............................................................
Traveling Bags ....................................................
Weekend Cases, round corners ....................
Set of Linen Lunch Cloth
Ripplette Bed Spreads, in colors, 80x105....
four Napkins ................ 79
Pillow Cases, 6 for...............................................
Sheets, plain white, also with colored hem,
Ladies’ Crepe Dresses,
good quality, 81x90 ......................................
good style, plain and
Table Damask, all linen; 1 yard for.............
prints .......................... 3.95
Table Cloths, Damask and Linen ..................
Crash, all linen, 6 yards for..............................
Bleached Cotton Cloth, 8 yards for...............
Misses’ Plaited Skirts,
Long
Cloth, 36 inch; 5 yards for....................
2.25 value................. 1.69
Extra Large Turkish Towels, 3 for..................
Large Size Turkish Towels, 4 for..................
Ladies’ Coats, 19.00 val.
Bath Towels, 6 for .............................................
for............................. 1 2.50
Ladies’ Union Suits, silk and wool; 2 for ....
Ladies’ Princess Slips, white and colored ....
Ladies’ Silk Crepe Scarfs in oblongs and
Ladies’ Coats, 1 5.00 val.
squares ..............................................................
for .................... ...... 9.95
. Outing Flannel, 36 in.; 7 yards for.............
Five-yard Pieces Cheese Cloth; 3 for.............
Ladies House Dresses, regular and extra sizes
Patchwork Pieces; 5 pound bundle................
Children’s Waist Union Suits; 2 for.............
Children’s Bath Robes, 1.39 value; for.........
Alco-Wash Rubbing Alcohol; 4 pint bottles
Kotex, 3 packages for........................................
Toilet Paper; 12 packages for .......................
Ladies’ Night Gowns for
Children’s Outing Gowns and Sleeping Gar
........... 59, .79 and 1.00
ments, LOO value; now 2 for....................
regular and outsize, crepe and
outing
Baby Carriage Blankets; 4 for.........................
Ladies and Men’s Umbrellas, 1.25 value, for
Ladies’ Crepe and Outing Bloomers, regu
Norseman Blankets, part
lar and outsize; 2 pairs for .........................
wool, extra size, 3.98
Ladies' Corsets and Corselettes; 1 pair.........
value ....................... 2.98
36 in. Challie; 6 yards for.................................
36 in. Good Percale; 10 yards for..................
Fancy Cretonne; 5 yards for............................
Ladies’ Jersey and Wool
Plisse Crepe, plain and figured; 5 yards for
en Dresses.............. 1.95
Quilt Size Stitched Batt, 72x90 .......................
Good Quality Battinjf; 5 bundles for .........

Set of Fancy Towel and
2 Wash Cloths ............. 79

IE
fe
F
fc
g

SPEND TO SAVE

Rack of Odd Coats

5.75

You can SAVE real dollars by investing NOW at

the astonishingly low prices offered at our store

Just Think! CONGOLEUMSat

$3.75
New, brilliant patterns, every room in the house;
all sizes, $3.75 and up.

Spend to Save

UNFINISHED FURNITURE
Save money through buying now at ridiculously low
prices our Unfinished Furniture and paint and finish

it as you wish through these coming winter weeks.
A Happy Way To Save!
Put those cupboards in the kitchen—add those Wind
sor Chairs you’ve needed but couldn’t afford be

fore—complete a new dining room or paint a bed
room suite as you want it with the beautiful new
lacquers—easy flowing, easy to apply, quick drying.

SPEND TO SAVE!

STONINGTON FURNITURE m
Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

o’clock from 92 Camden street.

'iddly enoutfh, when we send it by YOUNG—At Union. Jan. 25. Deleston M
Young, aged 78 years, 8 months, 6 days
ship, it is a cargo; and when it goes
Funeral Wednesday at 10 o'clock.
b car, it is a shipment.—Florence
' H raid.
CARD OF THANKS

'I

John Dewey wants a third party.
T there any way of getting rid of the
oilier two first? New York Evening
p, st.

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
I 00

LOO
1.00
LOO
1.00
1.00
1.00
1,00
1.00
LOO
LOO
1.00

1.00
1.00
1 00
1.00
1.00
LOO
LOO
1.00
1.00

Children’s Dresses,

1.25

and 1.50 value; for

.79

Ladies' Rayon Bloomers,
outsize ............................ 79

Silk and Wool Hose, 50c

value; 3 pairs for .. LOO

Silk and Wool Hose, 1.00
value, for....................... 79

Silk Hose, full fashioned,
1.19 value; for............ 79

Ladies’ large size Work
Basket ............................ 79

Ladies’ Good Size Work

Basket; 2 for.........

LOO

Good Quality 40 in Sheet

ing; 10 yds. for ....
1.00
1.00
1 00
1.00
LOO
LOO
1.00
1.00

In addition to the goods advertised we have bargains
on many articles not listed

Although there are towns all over
A. B. ,C.’s of Construction Training
Classes To Be Presented,at Rock America, named Hyde Park, the first
port and At Orff’s Comer This was and is a real park and not a
Week
town. With its neighbor. Kensington
Miss Helen Spaulding,
State Gardens in London it comprises
clothing specialist, will be in the about 600 acres' and is the city's
county to conduct graining classes in chief breathing space, beloved by
Orff's Corner, at Mrs. Lula Jackson's every Londoner. It was originally
home on Wednesday, and in Rock Hyde Manor, a property belonging to
port Thursday. Both meetings begin the Monks of St. Peter's Westmins
ter. but fell to Henry VIII.. when the
promptly at 10.30 o'clock.
monasteries were abolished. In 1670
This project is primarily for wom it was walled in and stocked with
en who want to learn to do simple deer for the King. The Stuart Kings
i wing whether or not they are Farm
used it for horse races. Thc fa
Bureau members. It is to be carried also
mous "Rotten Row" rider's path, a
by leaders interested to help their corruption
of “Route de Roi," is here,
neighbors. These leaders are women and of recent
years its nine carriage
who already know how to sew, but
attend the training class to prepare entrances have received many who
them to conduct the project. At the come to see the Hudson Bird Sanctu
training class the illustrative material ary, a memorial to the author of
and subject matter will be explained "Green Mansions."
to the leaders. The plan for con
ducting their meetings will be worked A TRIP TO A POET OF JUTLAND
out, with them and they will be given
Denmark has a modern Robert1
the dates when the i$ustrative ma
terial is available for their use. The Burns in its poet Jeppc Aakjor.
following women are representing Among thc well-tilled farms of Jut-1
their tommunities: Mrs. Emile Hobbs, land this old man. who published his 1
Hope; Mrs. Irvin Eugley, Lincoln
ville; Mrs. Lula Jackson and Mrs. first volume ol poems at the begin- j
Fannie Weaver, Waldoboro; Mrs. ning of this century, has made his I
Annie Spear and Mrs. Louise Hol home. The songs he has taught the i
brook, Rockport; Mrs. Iva Cummings Danes to sing of “the Open Places"
of his Jutland, have obtained not a
and Mrs. Ida Goss. Union.
little from Burns, for he is also the
West Rockport Women
The home demonstration agent, Danish translator of the Scotch poet,
summer hundreds of visitors
Miss Lawrence, will be in West Rock ji Every
port Friday afternoon at 1.30 to talk go to his summer festival at Jenle, |
with all the women who wish to see which by the way, means "lonesome." ■
a farm bureau organization started When the Danish Americans dedi- I
in their community. Mrs. Henry cated their national park at Rebild,
K Her is making plans for the place he wrote the cantata for the occasion, |
j which Karl Busch of Kansas City
of meeting.
! set to music.
WE'RE HOPING IT’S SOMES
BORN
—At Community Hospital,
The commission on the new House i McGRATH
Camden. Jan. —, 'o Mr and Mji, Fran
o. Representatives' Office Building in
cis McGrath a daughter
\V ishington have selected Swenson
pink granite from Berwick, Me.;
DIED
S :nes Sound granite from Stoning- ROSS—At Rockland. Jan. 25, Lois Imo
gen.
daughter
ol Mr. and Mr.s. Leslie
. ton and a third pink granite from
A. Ross, aged 24 years. 10 months. 4
Westerly, R. I., as suitable for the
days Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock.
I base and terraces of the new House COLSON—At Rockland. Jan. 25. Alena
wife of William Colson, aged 53 years,
Oifice building. From among these
6 months. 25 days.
j three granites the contractors for
WEEKS
—At Los Angeles. Jan. 19. Alice
the building will select that which is
i Hawthorne), widow of Bernard I
cheapest and most conveniently ob
Weeks formerly of Rockland, aged 73
years. 7 months. 8 days.
tained.
About 50,000 cubic feet,
: worth between $325,000 and $350,000 TYLER —At Rotkland. Jan 25. Miss Marv
C. Tyler, aged 80 years. 8 months. 21
will be used.
days I’ii*pral private Wednesday al 2

Rockland. Me.

1.00

LOO

Lockwood 40 in. Sheeting

9 yards for................ 1.00

Pepperell Blankets, part
wool, large size, a bargain
at 2.98; now......... 2.39

TO HYDE PARK IN LONDON

SPECIALIST IS COMING

All mothers of the primary chil
dren of Littlefield Memorial Church
are invited to the parsonage Thurs
day evening. The teachers of this
department are to assist Mrs. Perry
and it is hoped that all the mothers
will be present.

The annual
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
charity dance will be held tomorrow
night in Temple hall with Kirkpat
rick's music. This <ear especially it
is hoped that a record breaking sum
, may be obtained, due to the special
calls existing, and to this end the
hardworking committees have out
done every previous effort.

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

THE COURIERiGAZETTE
Welcomes contributions from its readers upon any subject of public interest,
All communications must be signed, although signatures will be withheld upon
request. No attention paid to anony-

Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday afternoon at Grand Army
hall for work on quilts and to sew
patchwork. Public supper at 6, with
Mrs. Susie Newbert of Thomaston as
chairman, and the usual business
session in the evening.

District Agent L. A. Walker of the
Northwestern ^Mutual was in Camden
yesterday adjusting death claims in
the case of Sherman Mitchell and
Harry B. Walker, who were killed in
Woolwich, Jan. 3. when their auto
mobile was in collision with a loco
motive.

Page Three
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I wish to extend my sincere thanks to
friends for their kindness and assistance
ln the Illness and death of my sister;
also for the many beautiful flora! trib
utes
Miss Elizabeth M Pease
Vinalhaven
•

Final Week
of our

JANUARY
CLEARANCE
SALE
—of-

Fine Shoes
Prices Cut Very Low
COME IN AND SEE OUR MANY BARGAINS!!!

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Rockland—At The Brook

AYER’S
We wish to thank all our customers who helped to make
our annual sales such a grand success. They have been
awfully good to us and we are truly grateful. We try to
sell at all times only No. 1, Goods and if at any time any of
our customers get anything that is not perfectly satisfactory
or that does not wear well, and will just tell us about it, we
will make it good. Can we do more?

In the meanwhile when in need of any Men’s or Boys'
Furnishings we shall be more than pleased to have you call
upon us. Prices will be lower this spring nnd the materials
better than ever.

WILLIS AYER

Every-0 ther-Day
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SUFFERED A DECADE

Mazaroff
Mystery

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

!COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE!

There are two ways of being
happy. We may, augment our
means or diminish our wants—
either will do—the result is the
same; and It Is for each to de
cide for himself, and do that
which happens to be easiest.—
Benjamin Franklin.

♦
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City Water Comes to Country
As Aid to Farm Convenience
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HEN you want to serve an
exceptionally nice frozen dish,

try:
Apricot Henri.—Take one can.
(two and one-half pounds) of aprl- x
cots, put through a sieve, add to
"What price?" asked Maythorne.
the fruit one-fourth cupful of lemSYNOPSIS
"It Is said—and I dare say it’s
an Juice, one and one-half cupfuls
quite correct—two hundred thou of orange Juice, one cupful of
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache
sand pounds.” Kloop replied. “Of
sugar and a pinch of salt. Mix
lor World war veteran, is engaged,
course—they're worth that—and
in London, by a man calling him
well and freeze.
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
more. Sufficiently more to give the
Orange Blossom Salad. — Peel
companion. After a short tour the
buyers a nice big profit—when they
small navel oranges and remove
two put up at the Woodcock inn, on
sell. As—equally of course—they
ail the white membrane. Slice firm
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
heads of lettuce In three-fourthswlf."
Merchison, ana later, Mazaroff in
“Well?” Maythorne asked. "But
inch slices, place an orange on the
forms Holt that they are his wife
—who sold?”
lettuce and open the fruit so that
and daughter, who have long be
Kloop laughed, glancing at Crole.
it resembles the petals of a flower.
lieved him dead. Mazaroff'e right
name, he tells Holt, is Merchison.
“To be sure!” he replied. “A per
Moisten the fruit and lettuce with
He had left his wife shortly after
tinent question! Armintrade sold.
a snappy french dressing and top
their marriage, before the birth of
No concealment about that Ar with a spoonful of mayonnaise
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
mintrade—the hank man."
mixed with whipped cream.
fails to return to the hotel, and
"Armintrade only returned from
Divinity Balls.—Cook one and
there is no explanation of his dis
the north last night.” said May one-fourth cupfuls of sugar, oneappearance.
thorne. “Where and how was this
third cupful of light corn sirup,
CHAPTER IT.—Holt meets Miss
one-fourth cupful of water, onedeal carried out?"
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
“Yes." answered Kloop. “1 can
eighth teaspoonfnl of salt to the
goes to her cousin’s (Verner Courttell something of that, but not pre hard ball stage. Leave the sauce
hope) shooting box, hoping to learn
of Mazaroff's whereabouts. At Courtcise details. I should say—by cor pan ovi .- the burner after the heat
hope’s is a man named Armintrade
has been turned off. Beat one egg
respondence.”
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
white until stiff. Pour over the hot
Maythorne looked at Crole; Crole
They know nothing of Mazaroff. Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
sirup very slowly, beat until the
shook his head.
paper man, Bownas, question Holt.
"What concerns us." he re mixture holds Its shape. Add oneMazaroff's body is Is found in “Reiv
marked. “is the fact that Armin half teaspoonful of vanilla, one
er’s den.” He has been shot. The
cupful of sliced dates and one-half
dead man’s lawyer, Crole, with Maytrade sold these things—Mazaroff's
thorne, private inquiry agent, ar
property. We know that Armin cupful of nut meats; mix thorough
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ly and turn out on a marble slab,
trade was in possession of what
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt
make into balls and roll in toasted
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
we’ll call Blue Diamond Number
large sum, and was in the habit of
One, and we also know that Maza or tinted coconut. This makes one
making a display of them incau
and one-fourth pounds.
roff had Blue Diamond Number
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
Basic Energy Soup.—Take two
anything of value, are found on
Two on him when he went north.
Mazaroff’s body.
and one-half pounds of veal or
So—Mazaroff must have met Ar
beef soup meat and bone. Brown
mintrade and handed over to him
CHAPTER III.—Mrs. Elphinstone
half the meat before adding the
the second diamond. They must
scoffs at the idea that "Mazaroff”
water. If light stock Is desired
is Merchison, and produces apparent
have met—unknown to anyone—at
proofs of his death. Maythorne
use veal and do not brown. Cover
Marrasdale."
finds something at the scene of the
with two quarts of cold water.
Maythorne turned to Kloop.
murder, and pockets it. A gun
Have the bones crushed and sim
found near the spot is identified as
"Armintr.ude's name was openly,
the property of Musgrave, landlord
mer for two and one-half hours.
freely mentioned to you In connec
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
Do not allow It to boil. Now add
tion with this?" he asked. “Was
stolen from him.
*
the vegetables and cook another
Mazaroff's name mentioned?”
hour. Strain, chill and remove
CHAPTER IV.—Evidence nt tfie
"Oh, to he sure! As the source
Inquest proves “Mazaroff" was Mer
fat. It is now ready to be served
from which the diamonds came.”
chison. His will, made a few days
with other vegetables or noodles.
Maythorne got up from his chair
before his death, leaves all his
Pineapple Sai-d —Place a ring
money, an immense amount, to Holt.
and began to button his overcoat.
of piueapple on lettuce and ar
Mazaroff had the will in his posses
“
There
’
s
only
one
thing
to
be
done,
”
sion, and it is missing. A shiftless
range three balls of cream cheese
he said, glancing at Crole. “You
character named Parslave is found
on each. Fill the center with may
to have left Marrasdale moor hur
and I and Holt must see Armin
onnaise and serve.
riedly. From Mazaroff's papers It
trade
at
once.
We
want
an
expla

<(ck 1930. Western Newspaper Union.)
is learned that Herman Kloop. then
nation.
As
far
as
I
’
m
aware,
those
in London, has been a close friend
of Mazaroff’s in South Africa.
diamonds, since the moment of Matook and read It attentively. "I
zarofTs death, have been the prop
see!” he said, handing It back. “He
CHAPTER V.—Kloop tells Crole
erty
of
Mr.
Holt
here.
Isn't
that
“Mazaroff" had two remarkable dia
gave you the option for one month
so,
Crole?"
monds in his possession.
It is
of buying the diamonds for a hun
learned that he had offered to sell
“Yes,” answered Crole, laconical
dred and seventy-five thousand
these to Lord and Lady Loeke. Lord
ly.
He
got
up
from
his
desk,
Loeke says “Mazaroff" had one of
pounds. And—you have taken It
crossed
over
to
a
safe
in
the
corner,
these stones and Armintrade the
up. Then—what about the option
other. Maythorne brings his clerk.
and unlocked It, took from some
money? Which, of course, should
Cottingley, into the affair as an in
Inner
receptacle
an
oblong
envelope.
vestigator. Sheila> comes, alone, to
and would have been paid to Ma
“
Here's
the
will,"
he
said.
“
I
’
ll
take
Holt’s rooms, in London.
May
zaroff.”
thorne is there.
It with me. But I think Armintrade
“Exactly! The money Is at the
will he found to he all right. By
CHAPTER VI.—The girl has
disposal of the late Salim Maza
that I mean that he will have acted
Merchison’s missing will, which she
roff’s rightful heir or heirs, bene
within his rights. How, I don't
has * stolen’’ from her mother. Her
ficiaries. residuary legatees, or who
explanation seems to link Mrs. El
know. But—come along.”
phinstone with the murder. May
ever has a proper and legal right
We parted from Kloop in the
thorne produces a brooch, the ob
to It.”
ject he had found at the scene of
street outside; Crole, Maythorne,
. Crole pointed to tne.
tho murder. Sheila does not recog
and
1
got
into
a
taxicab
and
set
oft
nize it.
“Mr. Holt there Is Mazaroff’s re
for Courthnpe's bank. Maythorne
siduary legatee.” he said. "He
seemed to be thinking hard. He
comes In for—everything!”
CHAPTER VII. CONTNCED
looked up at last
Armintrade laughed, and gave
"It seems pretty clear—now!—
me a shy smile.
that Mazaroff wasn’t murdered for
“Lucky for Mr. Holt!" he re
the sake of those diamonds," he
I went back to my rooms thor
marked. "But—are you sure of
oughly muddled in mind by the
muttered, as if somewhat dissatis
that? I understand that the will
fied at the new turn of affairs. “In
day’s events ” seemed hopeless to
made at York Is lost?"
that case—what was he murdered
“The will Is here!” said Crole,
for?—what was the motive?"
holding np his envelope. “You can
Ikk
“He'd other valuable property on
see It and read It”
him, you know." observed Crole.
Armintrade’s fare underwent a
"And there are other people to ques
change as he took and read the
tion when we’ve done with Armin
will. He gave a long, careful look
/'III
I" '‘‘‘'ifl'iT I'^/i
trade. Eccleshare, for Instance, and
at the signature; another at Crole
that man Parslave.”
as he handed back the paper.
'
I'llo
We entered Courthope*s hank to
“What,” he asked, “what do yon,
gether and sent in our cards to Ar
a solicitor, say about that will?”
mintrade. He took small notice of
“That nothing whatever can up
Maythorne and myself; his atten
set It,” answered Crole, promptly.
tion gave Itself to the solicitor.
"It won’t he contested, either. Ev
“Well, Mr. Crole?” lie began.
erything that Mazaroff died pos
“What can I do for you?”
sessed of belongs to Mr. Mervyn
i
“You can give us some muchHolt. So—”
needed information, Mr. Armin
“So I owe Mr. Holt one hundred
trade,” replied Crole, promptly.
and seventy-five thousand pounds,”
M
“Yon are aware, of course, that,
said Armintrade with a laugh. “Very
having acted as the late Mr. Maza
good!—shall I send the check and
roff’s solicitors here in London, I
the papers along to you, Mr. Crole?
have employed Mr. Maythorne to
Just so—It shall he done at once.
inquire into the mystery of his mur
Glad yon’ve found the will."
der. Now, we have ascertained
We all rose. For the first time
from Mr. Herman Kloop of Cape
Maythorne spoke—addressing Ar
Town, a close personal friend of
mintrade.
Mazaroff’s, now in London, that Ma“You didn’t think It necessary to
zaroff possessed two extremely val
give evidence at the inquest?" he
uable diamonds, one of which was
suggested.
In his possession when he went
“What evidence had I to give?"
forth to Marrasdale, and the other
asked Armintrade. “My affairs
of which had been in your keeping,
with Mazaroff had nothing to do
as Mazaroff's agent, for some
with his murder."
months. Kloop tells tis that you
"Have you any theory, yourself,
have sold these two diamonds to a
about his murder?” continued May
syndicate
for
two
hundred
thou

thorne.
We Were Shown Into Crole’s Private
sand pounds. Is that correct?”
“I have had two. One was that
Room at Once; There by Crole’s
Armintrade.
whose
smile,
sar

he may have been followed from
Desk Sat Mr. Herman Kloop.
donic and inscrutable, had never
London hv somebody who knew
left his eyes, nodded. .“Quite cor
try to piece them together, and yet
that he had the second blue dia
rect
!
”
he
answered.
I chnld scarcely refrain from the
mond on him—he was a very care
*'Do
you
mirtd
telling
us
all
about
attempt. And underneath everything
less, thoughtless man !—the other
It?"
Crole
asked.
“
I
gather
the
lay an uncomfortable suspicion,
that It was Just a common, vulgar
whole thing is plain enough—when
which forced Itself upon me how
murder for the sake of robbery by
explained."
ever much I fought against It—
one or other of those men whom
“
Plain
as
a
pikestaff,"
replied
Ar

was Mrs. Elphinstone an accessory
he had heen treating at the Wood
mintrade.
with
a
laugh.
“
1
have
to Mazaroff’s murder, and If so,
cock. For Instance, where Is that
acted
as
agent
or
intermediary,
or
after or . . . before? Out of all
man who disappeared—Parslave?
whatever
you
like
to
call
It,
for
speculations one clear fact emerged
So far, I believe, the police have
Mr.
Mazaroff
for
some
time.
Well,
—she had come into possession of
failed to track him. Possibly he
now,
as
regards
these
blue
dia

that will, which, without doubt, was
murdered Mazaroff, robbed the
monds—great raritiej. I have had
in Mazaroff’s pocket when his mur
body and cleared out. Anyhow—
the first in my hands for some time.
derer shot him.
he's vanished.”
The second he handed to me per
All this was still seething In my
sonally
nt
Marrasdale
the
day
after
mind when I met Maythorne next
(To Be Continued)
he arrived at the Woodcock.”
morning, at Crole’s office. We were
“Ah!—y .,i met him there?"
shown into Crole’s private room at
“Certainly 1 met him there!”
once; there, by Crole’s desk, sat
“Well? And what happened?”
Mr. Herman Kloop. He gave us a
“We discussed the sale of the
knowing look as we walked In. and
diamonds, and came to an arrange
Crole nodded nt him, as much ns
ment.”
to say that whatever was to he
“May I ask what It was?”
said first was to come from the
“Certainly! lie gave me an op
diamond merchant
tion on them."
“News!” remarked Crole, lacon
“Ah! I see! An option? Just
ically. "Another development!"
so. You were to have them at a
We sat down and turned on
price?”
“Of course. But I'll show you
Kmop.
“I came round to Mr. Crole as
the terms in Mazaroff’s handwrit
soon as I had breakfasted—to tell
ing. He had brought me this, al
him,” he said. “Now I tell you. It
ready written and signed—there
Blgblll, M. D.: I will take your
you are!”
is what I learned last night—late.
temperature.
He produced a sheet of letter pa
From some of my friends in our
Invalid: Go ahead an' take It,
per and handed it to Crole, who
trade. Mazaroff's pair of blue dia
doc; but I want this here under
monds have been sold! They have
stood, I’m goln’ to keep the radio
been sold to a syndicate of three
well-known dealers. A fancy price,
and the dawg.
too 1” he added, with a chuckle.
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Good Thing«~You Will Like
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Bv NELLIE MAXWELL

Mrs. Mary Smith Weighed
Only ft I Pounds Before
Taking Sargon
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By W. G. KAISER
HORIZONTAL
1-Express gratitude to
5-Hinder
10-Hamper
11-Supplied with
implements of war
13-Formal objection
15—Fell in drops
17-Crude
18-Whlrl
20-Dessert
21-Unit
22-Locations
23-Girl's nickname
24-Open country
(S. Afr.)
27-National Education
Association (abbr.)
28-Takes booty
30-Swell
32-Unit of distance
(Pl.)
34-Descendant
35-Sister of charity
37-Resolute

42-Fastening
44-Fowl
46-Testify
48-Pest

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-Thlck
19-Suffix. Like
25-Brushes away
powdered
substance
26-To move along in
numbers
23-Cakes of tobacco
29-Freshen
31-South-African
antelope
C3-Public house
36-Ship's propeller
37-Ancient Persian
governor
VERTICAL
38-Reduces in
thickness
>
1-Mason's tool (pi.)
39-Prank
2-Head-gear
40-Beat
back
3-Eroded
4-Bird-homes
41-Proclaimed
6-English title (pi.)
43-Etruscan household
7-Prefix. Thrice
gods
8-Ruler of an empire 45-Terminate
(abbr.)
47-ltem of property
9-Murmurs
49-Soiled
50-Dressing for food
10-A wading bird
12-Rot
55-By way of
13-Confirm
57-Eagle
14—Curl around
59-Go rapidly
15-Vision
60-Medical men (abbr.)

__.
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Agricultural Engineer

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
49—After dinner
candies
51-Greek letter
52-Mistake
53-Asiatic peninsula
54-Employ
55-Loom workers
58-Coagulated
61-Steeple
62-Execrated
63-Yellowish-red in
color
64-Meaning

AjL.a^J

Die N|
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GAINED EACH MONTH

Centra! Maine's Retail Stores and
Wiring Grossed 27 Per Cent Over
Previous Year
Central Maine Power Co's gross
merchandise sales of household ap
pliances from retail stores and wir
ing in 1930 amounted to $1,501,956, a
gain of $415,240. or 27 per cent over
the preceding year. Each month
showed a gain over the correspond
ing month of the yea); previous.
The month of December alone
showed a gain of $61,000. or 34 per
cent over the corresponding month ■
of 1929.
Of the major electrical,appliances
reflected in this growth electric re
frigerators showed the largest in
crease with 443 more units sold in
1930 than in 1929. Electric ranges
were next with a gain of 151 while
storage water heaters had a gain of
70 over the preceding year.
Electric consumption during the,
past year in Central Maine territory
increased 9 per cent over 1929.
This company is an operating sub
sidiary of the New England Public
Service Co.
WILL TRY AGAIN

Hugh W. Hastings of Fryeburg an
nounces that he will be a candidate
for the office of Attornev General be
fore the Legislature of 1933. Mr.
Hastings was|a candidate for that
nomination two years ago against
Clement F. Robinson, the pres- nt in
cumbent, and was defeated 88 to 73.

For

Modem water systems and con
crete septic tanks have brought to
the farm a great convenience of
MRS. MARY SMITH
city life—running water. When
water and a sanitary sewage sys
and I’d have fainting spells, sick tem are so easy to provide, there is
! headaches, and heart palpitation | no need for the country home to do
until I thought each breath would without them.
be my last. I became terribly toxic
A septic tank should nave 50 gal
and neuritis settled in my neck and lons capacity for each person
shoulders. I weigned only 81 pounds .erved. A tank to take care of the
and my nerves were frayed almost average family measures 6 feet
beyond endurance. Four bottles of long by 3 feet wide by 5 feet deep,
Sargon and two bottles of Sargon Internally. Choose a site at least
Pills rid me of every trouble I had; ! B0 feet away from any drinking
I’ve gained nine pounds, and my water supply. If soil Is firm It will
whole system seems filled with serve as an outer form. Build an
, strength, energy and health.”—Mrs. Inner form with outside dimensions
Mary Smith. 41 Cypress Ave., Law equal to the above size and brace It
rence. Mass.
strongly. Concrete walls of the
Sold by The Corner Drug Store, tank should be six inches thick.
Inc., in Rockland; by George H.
In building the Inner form, nnfl
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa four
one-inch beveled cleats to the
in Waldoboro.—adv.
12-lt
outside, to make grooves for baffle
boards. . Don't nail the top end
boards. Cut holes In them tn fit
ROAMINGS
a five-inch sewer pipe for the Inlet
and outlet, allowing a two-inch
As the sno«r Is too deep for roam
ing I think I will write about the,
beautiful snow, which now so deeply j
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE 1 covers our land, making it a verit-,
1 able fa’ryiand. There is a certain ,
1 peace in snow. Even unsightly ob-,
(6
jects, when laden with it. are trans,5
' formed into things of rare beauty. I
The woods in front of our home are I
a pretty sight with so many trees
I? Ik
whose limbs are weighted down with
the pure white snow. There is the
V
always warmth to be found in
woods in winter, especially under the'
pines, where they are huddled so
io
closely together. I like to think of
my flower beds as being snugly
tucked in under their warm blanket
of snow.
I think there is as much to be eni joyed in the winter as any season of
I the year. How wisely God created
i everything, with so much to be en; joyed in each season of the year in
their turn. We read in Psalm 74; 17
, —“Thou hast set all the borders of
i the earth; Thou hast made summer
' and winter." The snow is so deep
on our lake that I fear there will be
no more good skating this winter.
How swiftly the years roll by! It
seems such a short time since our
dear children used to enjoy making
ski-jumps, snow-men and snow-forts,
By DOROTHY J. MILLER
snowballing, coasting and skating.
EVERAL milk bottles, some his work, and painted or staine
Even our two large cats would Join
mysterious and tangled wire, to fit in with the furnishings of ti
] them in their sport. How well I re
and various nondescript tools room. The doors, lacking elabo
member these beautiful cats! One
of them, Sherry, was yellow with —this unsightly collection com ate carvirig, may be decorated wit
prised many a radio corner of 1922. decalcomania transfers or stencil
j tiger markings and white breast andFew members of the family—save If the set is a battery-operated on
feet; the other. Buster, was the pret-| the
enterprising amateur who did
; tiest pure black shaggy cat I ever recondite things with strange ob the panels that conceal the ba
OH! SUCH A FALL!
saw. He disappeared one night, jects and brought even stranger teries could also be ornamentei
Dear little Anna has had quite I when a party of hunters, from an-1 *ounds from a tin horn—felt drawn Lacquer or four-hour enamel :
suggested for the set that must I
an accident. She is crying, but other town, was coon-hunting in our, toward such a corner.
finished as quickly as possibli
she says it is not because she has woods close by. We heard after
But there is no echo of the old Your old cabinet, too, can t
been hurt, but—“HumptyDvmp- wards that he was treed bv the dogs radio group today, either in the brightened in this fashion.
i
and
killed.
At
least
we
never
saw
up-to-date cabinet, or .in the mel
ty.” Now if you want to see what
The lovely radio cabinet of tc
afterwards.
low music that rolls from the loud
she means, take a pencil and join him
So much for hunting, of which I speaker. The corner of the room day is an important acquisitio
that has become the center of at
all Abe numbered dots-together, do not approve. I think there are
that holds the radio set is generally traction in the room. Consequent^
starting with dot number one and many more thrills in hunting with a the
magnetic spot of the house.
ending with dot number twenty- camera than with a gun, as we de Why ? Because radio has grown up, its companion pieces should b
inviting. The radio chair, for ir
six.
rive much knowledge and satisfac and in its dignified state, demands stance, can be a flash of color i
tion from the valuable snapshots| a proper setting.
the corner if it is lacquered i
I which we procure.
The humble set that the young Chinese red. A smoking stand c
- If we make the mo't of each day's -mateur assembles may get a per footstool, enameled in jade greei
opportunities the sooner, it seems, I fect reception of the dulcet tones is a gay contrast to the beauty <
A SPONGE
spring will be here. To me the win- of your favorit/ announcer or the a mahogany or walnut cabinet.
IS AN
I ter is swiftly passing. Already the fine shades of beauty in a sym
Although electrical limitation
days are growing longer and lighter, j phony concert, hut it should also may necessitate placing the cab
ANIMAL
As my father used to sav when it was be pleasing to the eye. A simple net in a dark recess, well chose
j nearing March—“Soon the days will i little cabinet patterned along the
colors will make the radio cornt
lines of those on the market today as captivating and modern as
be long and yellow.’’
A few days ago my husband saw j may easily be constructed to house Gershwin rhapsody.
| three gray squirrels under an oak |
i tree digging acorns from under the
snow. When they saw him they j
- quickly scampered away, each with an j
SttConunll I5Huk) P
acorn in its mouth.
There seems to be very few birds)
9oo Drops
Lkt'!
, around this winter. Have Just seen
4
a blue jay, the first one for sometime.
Even the “caw, caw" of the crow,
NE of the
milk If it Is on hand. Thiel
which the farmers so detest in
chief se
slightly with one teaspoon of fit
spring, when they see the sprouted j
ALCOHOL -3 PtRCMT
crets of the best
corn uprooted, would be appreciated
Rice with Mint—(Spanish)—Se
iinulatm^theFood byKfJ* L
Old World cook
r.ow. I think the crow has some good
with lamb. Boil two cups of I
ing
lies
in
the
qualities as it destroys many worms, i
in salted water until tender. Dri
care which is
Surely they would be missed.
Ther»kyPrwflotin<W«^"l
Mash two tablespoons of fresh n
I am sure we shall gladly welcome taken that each
leaves with one tablespoon
n,tlW Owum MOT”™"" I
our feathered friends back in the J dish on the
Min«r.J_NoTNA»cvT"l
powdered sugar. Add one teasp
spring, especially the robin with its | menu shall go
sweet song, which seems to say: Cheer | well with all
of lemon Juice. Stir this 1
up, cheer up! Cheer, cheer!
the others
the rice with one tablespoon
The Roamer
Flavors are
melted butter. Pack in a bak
N. C. C. No. 5.
carefully stud
dish. Brush with butter and d
Weeks Mills.
ied. Particular
with a little powdered suj
*"Lo7?irsi’«r^
ly In the case of
Brown for fifteen minutes In a
THE ZULUS DO IT NOW
those vegetable
oven.
Helen Schauffler
Green eyebrows, silver-tipped eye- d I 8 h e s which
I lashes, golden ear lobes. That's what tradition causes
Boiled Cucumbers—(Turkish
the me", may expect from the women the housewife to serve with certain Serve with lamb, veal or b
THI awroWPO "gZSl
in the near future, B. H. Myerson, meats, the most meticulous atten- ’Peel and dice four medium-i
beautyolo list, told a convention of tlon Is paid to obtaining those
hairdressers in Los Angeles. And nuances of flavor that will accentu cucumbers. Soak in salt water
twenty minutes. Drain and plu
that’s not all. He said fingernails ate the savor of the meat itself.
Into boiling salted water for fift
would be painted to match the color
calb for a few drops to ward off
Russian Beets—(Russian)—Serve minutes. Drain. Add two ta
of the gown and the hair, with a
constipation; so does any suggestion
quick mysterious dye yet to be made. with ham. Boll eight beets until spoons melted butter, one ta
of bad breath. Whenever older
tender In one quart of water sweet spoon of sugar, one-fourth cup
children don't eat well, don't rest
Wife (to husband who has turned ened with two tablespoons of sugar. vinegar and one and one-half c
well, or have any little upset, a
Chop, add salt, one tablespoon of of the water the cucumbers w
to admire a pretty girl):
more liberal dose of this pure
“George, dear, you'd make a won- butter, obe teaspoon sugar, one- boiled In. Bring to a boll
vegetable preparation is usually all
derfal fireman."
half cup of chopped broiled bacon thicken with one tablespoon
that's needed. Genuine Castoria has
“Why?”
or salt pork, one tablespoon vinegar flour. Sprinkle with chopped |
Chas. II. Fletcher’s signature on the
“You've always got your eye on the and one-half cup of sour cream or
•ley or chives.
,
wrapper. Doctors prescribe it.
hose."

TEETHING
troubles
FuSSY, fretful .... of course
babies are uncomfortable at teeth
ing time! And mothers are w • rried
because of the little upsets which
come so suddenly then. But thcre’r
one sure way to comfort a restless,
teething child. Castoria — made
especially for babies and children!
It’s perfectly harmless, as the
formula on the wrapper tells you.
It’s mild in taste and action. Yet
it rights little upsets with a neverfailing effectiveness.
That's the beauty of this special
children’s remedy! It may be given
to tiny infants—as often as there
is need. In cases of colic and similar
disturbances, it is invaluable. But
it has every-day uses all mothers
should understand. A coated tongue

drop across the tank for the sew
age to flow.
Make concrete by mixing 534 galIons of water per suck of cement
with dry sand and pebbles In ratio
of two parts sand to three of
pebbles. Avoid mixes that are too
wet or too dry by varying quanti
ties of sand and pebbles. Place the
floor of the tank first, level it oft
and then build up the sides by plac
ing concrete In eight-inch layers all
around. Spade each layer thor
oughly.
Place inlet and outlet pipes In
position as concrete Is brought to
the right level. The topis usually
made of several reinforced concrete
slabs, three inches thick, made In
separate forms and placed on the
tank later.
Let the concrete stand for at
least two days before removing
forms and keep it moist for 10 days
before using. A tile line with 30
feet of pipe per person. If soil Is
porous, nnd 100 fpet of pija* per
person if soil Is dense, completes
the drainage system. Place tile not
more than 12 or 18 Inches below
ground surface, with a fall of S4
Inch in 10 feet

Gay Music Deserves

A Gay Setting

S
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Every-Other-Day
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STAYS BLINDFOLDED ABED
J TEARS TO SPITE SPOUSE

NOW OPEN—The New

Up After Long Rest, Says Mate
Transferred Their Home to
Trusted Friend.

HOTEL

EDISON

“X hotel worthy ot Ila name"

47th St., just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur

nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large

closets, etc.

1 OOO ROOMS
1000 BATHS
RADIO in every room
SINGLE from

DOUBLE from
SUITES from

*2.50
M.OO
*7.00

I
Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquets a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persons is available

William F. Thomann
Manager

Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

include
VENICE, FLORIDA

Jn your vacation plans:
Situated on {he Cult of Mexico:
where every out-doorsport and
recreation may be enjoyed...

Tishina: Gulf-River-Ray.
Bathing: Surfin the Cult of Mexico.
Golf: Turf fairways; Grass-

Greens; unsurpassed in Tiorida,

HOTELS

PARKVIEW
AND

SAN M AKC0
offer comfort, rest and tooJ etjual to
any in Ronda^-Our own fauns with oil

fresh vegetables.. Eggs, Poultry, also
delicious Strawberries daily.

Tired J.Tuller. Alunagtr.

HOTEL
N

E

w

y O

R

K

By popular subscription among mombon ano
friendt of the Knight* of Columbia, a megnificent hotel »«i erected, furnished end opened
by them in 1926. The primery object wel end ii
io perpetuete end mete precticel the good
will end democrecy which characterize* thii
order. This friendlineii often to thole of ell
creeds: to mothers with girl* end boys visiting
New York; e protection not obteineble in ordi
nary hotels. Wives beck home ere assured that
the men in their family visiting the city eiperience the comfort end refined surroundings de
sired. ALL ARE WELCOME. The eppointments
of e modern city Club are available to ell
guests: gymnasium; handbell court, swimming
pool: bowling alleys: billiard room; library;
music end dancing during dinners; specious
lounge with nooks for card garnet end visitors.
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Rooms
$3.50 up—Meals, a La Carte end Table D'Hote.
Eighth Avenue at 51st (one block to Times
Square). 40c teii from Ptantylvenie or Grand
Central. Write ter reser-

Jonesboro, Iud. — The strange
story of Hurry Havens of this town,
who went to bed—and stayed
there—for seven years with a
blindfold over bis eyes because he
was peeved at his wife, was re
vealed when he decided to get out
of bed.
The only tangible result of Hav
ens’ act is that he is more peeved
at his wife than ever. This is be
cause he learned that she helped a
trusted friend get possession of his
home while he slept.
Havens was the kind of husband
who liked to help around the house
—hang pictures, wipe the dishes,
and such. His wife scolded him
for the way he was performing one
of these tasks, and lie resented it.
“All right," he said. “If that’s
tlie way you feel, I’m going to bed.
I'm going to stay there the rest of
my life, and I don't want to see
you or anyone else again."
His last remark explains the
blindfold.
He got up, he explains, when the
lied started to feel uncomfortable,
after seven years.
TaklDg a new Interest in life, he
went to pay the t#xes on his home.
He found the records show that the
house now Is owned by William
Crawford, who lived with tlte
Havenses. On the transfer deed
where his signature should have
been was a cross, said to be his
"mark.”
Havens won’t go back to bed—at
least not until he gets his house
back.

Kidnaping Is Solved
After Sixteen Years
Owatonna, Minn—The sixteenyear-old mystery of a gypsy kid
naping has been solved through the
chance remark of a telegraph op
erator.
In 1914 Mrs. Burke lived near
Crookston with her two boys, three
and six years old. One day they
were sent on an errand and never
returned.
Evidence Indicated that they had
heen kidnaped by a band of gypsies.
Five years later the elder boy was
found’, and said that they had been
kidnaped by the gypsies.
Recently Mrs. Burke was in a
telegraph office at Spring Valley,
\Vis„ when she overheard the op
erator tell how a band of gypsies
had left two children at the
Owattanna State School for Boys
several years before.
Mrs. Burke checked with author
ities and learned that the younger
lad had been registered under the
name of Cook.
Since that time he had left the
school and was at Portsmouth, Va.,
the authorities told her.
Making a telephone call to Ports
mouth, Mrs. Burke identified the
child, now’ grown up, through a
birthmark carried on his ankle.

Aged Woman Holds Up
Bank to Get Into Jail
’ Fort Worth, Texas.—A grayhaired, motherly woman walked
into the Union Bank and Trust
company here, held a bottle over
her head and shouted she would
blow up the bank unless given
$3,000.
Some one stepped behind her and
easily seized the bottle. It con
tained milk and copperas. The
woman, Mary Rosenthal, fifty-three,
told the district attorney:
“I had been out of work since
the first of July and was desperate.
Although I needed money badly nnd
was hungry, I was too proud to beg.
“I had no one to take care of
me in my old age, no living rela
tive in tlie world. My husband and
I had no children.
“This morning I decided to go to
the bank and pull this stunt, which
I knew would get me into the pen
itentiary, where I could work and
be taken care of.”
Mrs. Rosenthal was given the
best bed In the women's ward of
the county jail. No charges were
tiled uguinst her.

Divorce Ends Woman’s
* Choice of Two Loves
Memphis, Tenn. — The divorce
granted Mrs. Mamye Briggs Scruggs
from her husband on cruelty
charges was like any other divorce
granted in the busy court here, ex
cept for or.e thing:
Seventeen years ago Mamye
Briggs, then nineteen, stood In her
home with a marriage license in
each hand. Before her stood two
suitors, close friends and room
mates, awaiting her decision.
She made her choice, tore up one
of the licenses, and married Doug
las P. Scruggs, while Russell J.
M. Dodson, the rejected suitor, gave
them his blessing.

Colombia Sets 8 Hours’
Work for Its Employees

Largest Rus ‘Terminal in U.S. adjoins hotel

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points ot interest—Modern tn every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies. .

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and ist Ave. S. E
RATES: I European)
Booklet
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
on
Double $5.00 to $13.00 daily
Application

(lune to
October)

Bogota. Colomhin.—Government
employees are forbidden to rend
newspapers, novels or amuse them
selves otherwise during their work
lng hours, in a decree issued re
cently by President Enrique Olaya
Herrera. All governmental work
ers must put in a minimum of
eight hours a day and may take
Saturday afternoons off only un
der special circumstances, accord
ing to the decree.

NORTH HAVEN
Saturday morning was the coldest
of the season with mercury hanging
around zero.
The community is glad .0 know that
Harvey Denim, who Las been very ill. i
is now improved. Dr. Woodman, asisted by Mrs. Lester Greenlaw and
Miss Bye. Mrs. Harry W .itmore and
he mother, have been in attendance
night and day.
Returning Thursday from their trip
i Norfolk, Va.. Clarence E. WaterTian and Lton Stone report a joi.der-ul time.
Foy Brown returned T' ursdo ' Tom
Boston. It is reported that a Eoston
party has placed an oid .r .or . .u. oj
to be built before June. This means
much for the local boat-builders.
Dr. Woodman was sailed to Yar
mouth Saturday to attend a patient.
The trip was made by seaplane via
Portland. Dr. Woodman returned to
the island at 5 o’clock.
The following letter relative to the
sale oi neaith stamps i.as been reeived hv Mr. Huse Horn the Augusta
office: “Please accept hearty thanks
from the Maine Puoiic Htall.i Associ
ation for the sp t.adid work which
your town did during the Christmas
seal sale. We apprtc ate your kind
ness in serving as chairman, and are
in receipt of 5 out; remittance of $8.32.
which has arrived at the central j
office. Please extend our thanks also
to all those who assisted in making 1
this sale a success. With best wishes
for a happy and prosperous year,
Alice H. McGouldrick, financial sec
retary." Besides a clinic nurse the
Association has 14 registered nurses (
in the field at work under its super- j
vision. The supervising nurse is Mrs.
Theresa Anderson, R. N„ and the
supervisor of child health service is
Miss Abbie M. Buck, R. N.

Mrs. Charles Murphy of the village I
visited her sister Mrs. Frankie i
Miller Tuesday.
Mrs. Sidney Prior and daughter,
and Mrs. I# B. Jameson of the vil
lage spent Tuesday with Mrs. W. A.
Bradford.
Harry Boyd of Rockland was in
town Thursday.
Ill fortune seemed to have been
the lot of A. A. Orne the past week.
Sunday while driving to Boothbay
accompanied by Mrs. Orne. Miss j
Maud. Mrs. Almon Packard and
daughter, his car was in collision
with another near Wiscasset and
slight damage done to both ma
chines. but no one was injured.
The car was repaired at a Wiscasset
garage. Mr. Orne returning home
without visiting Boothbay.
Last
Tuesday bad luck again manifested
itself. The stove pipe at his home
caught fire and blazed through to
the outside. Mr. Orne being at home
he soon extinguished the flames, pre
venting more serious damage to the
house.
AN AUTUMN SOLILOQUY
Rockland, Jan. 21.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
What beautiful colors!
As I
walked along the country road to
ward my home, two miles into East
Warren, I could not help but gaze
in raptitude at those wonderful trees
lining both sides of the road. Maple,
birch and oak alike, changing their
coats of .vivid green into duller
shades of burnt orange, deep crim
son, scarlet and brown. From the
opening at the top, where the over
drooping limbs of the trees hung,
swaying gently to and fro in’the lan
guid breezes, came the glorious beams
of the sun, hanging like a burning
ball of fire in God’s ethereal king
dom. Shimmering and dancing rays
played among the foliage of the trees,
now changing the colors to a gold
en tan, and now to a deep rich tone
of the garnet and ruby. No magic
stones were ever more beautiful and
enchanting than these, the jeweled
settings of Mother Nature in all her
alluring beauty.
High up in an oak a squirrel chat
tered. The reigning silence was
broken, and also the spell under
whicn I seemed to be held. But no!
it could not be. I gazed upward, and
there, perched on a limb, was the
squirrel in his wonderfal coat of
slate-gray, sitting upright with a
nut between his paws, his bushy tail
waving back and forth like a flag of
triumph. Suddenly the woods were
full of sounds, the never-ceasing
chatter of the blue-jay, the sweet
trill of the wood-sparrow, and the
noises made by all the variety of
woodfolk all harmonizing with the
beautiful lure of the autumn woods.
Lucy P. Grotton.
3 Maverick street.

SWAN'S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Stanley are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Danie.
Cole, in Rockland.
Mrs. Orin Milan entertained as din
ner guests Thursday at their home
Mrs. Sylvia Stockbridge. Mrs. Mamie
Joyce, Mrs. Sophia Stockbridge and
Mrs. Mary Trask.
A ladies' aid dinner was held at the
Baptist parsonage Wednesday. Not
withstanding the unfavorable weather
there were 28 present and the pro
ceeds amounted to about $12. Mrs.
Lewis worked hard to make the affair
a success and succeeded in her efforts.

No Crime; Close Jail

S)

ifshe keeps Youth/

says WILLIAM POWELL
Learn the Complexion Secret
9 out of 10 lovely screen stars know

“No one meas
ures Youth by
birthdays any
moreM ” says
William Powell,
Paramount star of “For the Defense?
“Women know so marvelously
how to KEEP their fresh, young
charm that is so irresistible.
“Feminine stars of the screen

and stage, especially, seem to know
the secret.” Indeed they do!
For they seem always young, and
charming, and magnetic—you jus t

can’t believe that they ever have
birthdays.
“Mie guard complexion beauty

The caress of dollara-cuke French soap
VINALHAVEN

above all else —it’s so important,”
the lovely actresses will tell you.
Important actresses in Holly
wood, on Broadway, in Europe, use
Lux Toilet Soap, regularly! That
is why it is found in theatre dressing
rooms everywhere — is the official
soap in all the great film studios.
Start using this lovely white, fra
grant soap today! Buy some now!

Lux Toilet Soap..IO^

WALDOBORO

EAST WALDOBORO

by Mrs. Bfrulah Studley. Refresh
ments were served and a New Year
tree was also enjoyed. The Club met
Jan 15 wRh Mrs Hazel Bowers, 14
members and six visitors present.
program: Readings, Mrs. Hilda MiljPr Mrs. Hattie Rines, Mrs. Annie
Mank; conundrums, Mrs. Nellie
R(ever; contest, prize won by Mr?,
, Hilda Miller. Refreshments were
served. The next meeting will be
Jan. 29 wlth Mrs. Esther Starrett.

Mrs. Albert Wooster has returned
Mrs. J. V. Benner passed the week- , Mrs. Laura Orff has been visiting
from Rockland.
' end in Portland.
her daughter Mrs. M. Creamer.
Parker Wadsworth spent Friday in
Mrs. Harry C. Curtis has returned
jQseph Glaude and family have
Rockland.
from Knox Hospital where she has moved to South Thomaston where he
There will be a covered dish sun- been receivinB surgical treatment.
has employment.
per at Ocean Bound Rebekah'Lodge „Gporgr ®og®s: w. C-Flint, Horace
Mr and Mrs Fred N Mank wcre
this evening.
! Kemp and Roland Burns were in gUeS{S Sunday of Miss Ellie Mank.
Mr and MrsS Fred Greenlaw re P°T‘an? ’?St week’
, .. ,, ,
Mrs. Josiah Jameson and daughter
turned Fridiv from a tun weeks sttv Twenty-five members of the Vet- y
wcre
ts of her sister Mrs.
turned rriday irom a two weeks stay eran Firemens Association attend- Lester Post in Rockland last week.
in Portland and Camden. They were! ed the Firemen's food /air and
Friends of Mrs. Ethel Hanna gave
BURKETTVILLE
accompanied by Robert Johnson of bazaar in Rockland Friday evening.
her a wood chopping bee Saturday.
Rockland who is their guest and who
Mrs. Albert Benner entertained the
Mrs. John A. Rines and daughter
While coasting last Thursday
will also visit other relatives here.
Bridge Club at her home on Main Madeline were guests Saturday of
Gerald Brown was knocked down
Mrs. Charles C. Webster gav£ a street.
‘
Mrs. Fred Jameson, North Warren.
and struck by another sled and a bad
surprise party to her sister Mrs. Sada
At the regular assembly Friday
J. L. Flanders was at North Wal gash cut in one side of his head
Robbins Thursday evening, in cele- afternoon Mrs. Maude Clark Gay doboro, Friday.
r ..... Dr. Pierpont was called and dressed
bration of^her birthday anniversary spoke to the students of the Senior
Mrs. Rose Robinson of Albion is thp wound
Three tables of bridge were in play 1 and Junior High School on the pro- visiting her daughter Mrs. Clarence | Mr
Mrs Nelson Calderwood
after which lunch was served.
! ceedings of the Legislature.
Coffin.
...
. .
i were in Union Thursday.
Dr.
T.
C.
Ashworth
has
returned
Edmund Mantell and Frederic ,
,
Mrs. R. S. Monahan and daugilet
Andrew Rokes was in Rockland
Corey of Bangor were guests the past £rom st- Joh.1}st,ury. Vt., where he Gloria of South Waldoboro were TRursday
T..CC, Green- has
week of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
“as been
ueeu visiting
visiting his
his, me
mother Mrs. guests of Mrs. Nellie Reever last
Washington Grange hall Jan.
I
Tnomas Ashworth and George Ashweek.
. ,
30 the men's and women's Farm
....
worth.
Mrs. W. L. Smith of Portland has Bureau wm |10id a joint meeting,
Miss Muriel Chilies and Fred Chilies
Mrs. Cora McLean has returned
been visiting her parents Mr. and During the forenoon Mr. Wentworth
entertained at cards Thursday eve- jrom Everett Mass
The concert and dance given bv 'Mrs'
LT.lan<lCrS' Mr' Smlth W8S "'ill show slides pertaining to poultry
ning.
me concert ana aancc given DV : also here Thursday.
helps. The !adies’ subject will be
Mrs. Bessie Osgood of Buffalo , Ernie George’s Arcadians in Medomak
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Jackson. Mrs. cjjafr caning. Picnic dinner at noon
leaves this week to arrive here in a athletic hall Saturday evening was AUce Burrows andMrs. Inez Shuman
all members not solicited are
few days to visit her father Frank well patronized and much enjoyed. of South Waldoboro were guests and
asked to takp pastry
Osgood'and other relatives.
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of North Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Leavritt
Mrs. Inez Conant is in 3rookline. Anson has been the guest of her Mank.
WHEN IN NEW YORK -You can buy
of The Courter-Oazette, with the
Mas$., where she will be housekeeper mother, Mrs. Lillian Reed,
The Social Club met with Mrs. copies
home pews, at Hoteling's agency, 308
ill the home of her cousins Waiter
Rahcarsais are going rapodly for- Georgia Mank, Jan. 1, with 14 mem West
40*.h St.
___________________
and John Pendleton and their sister ward on the play, Down in Maine, bers and four visitors present. The
WHEN IN BO8TON-You can buy
Miss Carrie Pendleton. The two lat- ,0 'Je presented for the benefit of program: Readings, Mrs. Thelma copies
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
ter leave in February lor Panama Meenahga Grange in Modomak ath- Borneman, Miss Bertha Storer, and home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
and the West Indies.
£tic bal> F/b- 6- The cast: Zcph i Mrs. Edna McIntire; conundrums, Church;
Social events this week included L“^’.f™p^Tum^ng” a New tMrs' Sadie Mank: contest, prize won mont St also at M Andelnian’s. 284 Tre
the following club meetings: Wed- York nlil!iona)rei R L Mack; Neil
....................
—.....
nesday, the
~?ract Wentworth, a young inventor, K. A j
Grays; the Butterfly Dandies Ttutrs- gabourin; Bingle, an old fisherman,
day evening with Mrs. Came burns; j A Npwburn; Tomps, the hired
Economy Club Friday at Mrs. Ptfe.lic man
H. Crowell; John Holden, a
Nickersons; Washington C.ub oat- ja-Vyeri p \v. Scott: Jimpsev, a
urday at the home of Mrs. Reuben j ..prpcVl Ajr jjid," C. D. Crowell; Mose
Carver; Saturday Bridge at Mrs. F. Q0SSin a stuttering lover, E. G. Cast
M. White’s, and a bridge party at the ncr; gue Cummings, Ralph’s daughhome of Mrs. Langtry Smith. Mrs tcr Dorothy .Lovejoy; Mrs. CumHarry Coombs was hostess Saturday mjnoS, Zeph’s wife. Katherine Mack;
evening to players of “63."
Kezlah Ketchum. 63 and desperate,
* * • •
Rena Crowell; Betsv Tomps, speaks
for herself. Lottie Burnes. Pleasing
Mrs. Mary MacNichol
will be introduced between
Funeral services were held Friday specialties
for Mrs. Mary N. (Pease) MacNichol, the acts and a dance will follow the
59, widow of Herbert ^WacNichol and Play.
a life-long resident of Vinalhaven.
A TRIP TO SEE A PICTURE
Rev. P. J. Clifford officiated. An
abundance oi beautifulI flowers testin js not an unusual thin in
were consumed in 1930 than in 1929
fled the high esteem of a life quietly E
vjsU
spg a
enofft
spent. K/Trc
Mrs. MorWlphnl
MacNichol WAS
was Aa ri.'Ull/hdaugh picture. Many have J gone to Paris
ter of the late Samuel T. and Maria to see Mona Lisa, or to Dresden to
A Striking Tribute to Quality
34
G. (Carveri Pease, and is survived by see Raphael’s Madonna, so a great
one sisster
Miss
Elizabeth
Pease.
e- lvl1™
,“‘2'
_
number of tourists go to Danzig to
She was a member of Ocean Bound scp Mpm!jng.s ..Last judgment," in
Rebekah Lodge, and possessed a large the famous and huge Church of St. I
circle of friends.
Mary's in that city. It is the one I
prize of the city and has had a his-1
Hingus: “Did you hear what tory wholly apart from its artistic I
absent-minded Dr. Pillowby did at value. It was captured at sea in 1475 I
his wedding last week;"
and during the Napoleonic wars, the
Dingus: “No, break the news French captured it again, but it was
gently.
returned in 1815 and today it is as
Hingus: “Well, during the ceremony much an honor to Bruges in Belgium,
when he should have placed the ring Rs first home as to Italy where it
on the bride's finger he actually fell was first consigned for the de’Medici.
Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
her pulse and asked her o py!. out
recks net of race or national
try Co. you are selling direct to tlie Slaughter House. You can al
her tongue."
1 boundaries.
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what we have done
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
before. But conditions make us do ii. There are many farms
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
being so low. We w ill be up here the first two days of the week. Rain
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
ENJOY RARE RIDINC COMFORT
THE GREATER
39 and our Representative will call on you.
- AT PRICES .AMAZINGLY LC W
Hudson-Essex goes all the way in giving
ukinest Cojo* •
you Rare Riding Comfort. It is designed
’rY. Coach S8<55
into every body, engineered into every
part that affects riding and driving ease. It is evidenced
by the ease with which every control
is reached and operated. And yet both
cars are priced far below what you would
expect to pay for such luxury.
TKE NEW

66,738,500 More Cups

HOATinAR
TEA

POULTRY
WANTED
A

HUDSON 8

MASSACHUSETTS

PAT £5 YOXTM

TC

more alluring

875

Hotel

San tuan

Tke years can make any girl

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Woodhull, N. Y.—There is no
crime—there lias been none for a
year. In fact—so this town baa
closed its jail.
During tlie lust year the jail, a
portable wooden affair, has been
used only by wayfarers seeking
shelter,
<

RATTLE OP

Page Five

“You shouldn’t smile so much,
my dear. It is dangerous.”
“Dangerous?”
“Yes. When a smile lights up
your face, it might set off the
powder.”

LIVE POULTRY CO.

159S-'S:’‘

lESSEX
Cl

REVERE, MASS.

'ff,”

Coach or Busineit
up*

Other body models as attractively priced.

Special eq uipatent extra. All prices f .o. b. Detrait.
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THOMASTON
Thomas Sweeney is clerking in the
First National store after school
hours and Saturdays.
Betty Brown and Russell Young,
pupils of Miss Alcada Hall will have
part in the students meeting of the
Rubinstein Club Friday in Rockland.
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant left Sunday
afternoon for an indefinite stay. At
present she is in Boston.
Newell McLain received from Bath
Saturday the iron keel for the new
yacht he is building. The keel weighs
5000 pounds.
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn are to
attend tlie reception to the new
pastor of the Baptist Church. Rev
H. A. Welch, at Warren this Tues
day evening.
Misses Dorothy Thorndike and
Leona Williams motored to Bangor
and return Sunday.
Mrs. Percy Studley has returned
from a visit to relatives in Bangor.
Several members of the Episcopal
Church attended the get-together of
the ’Episcopal parishes of Camden,
Rockland. Thomaston and Long Cove
Sunday at Camden, and report a
very pleasant time. The combined
choirs of the four churches furnished
muse. Refreshments were served
and a social evening spent.
Mrs. Robert Watts and Miss Edna
Watts will entertain the guild of the
Episcopal Church Wednesday eve
ning in the parish rooms.
Mrs. R. O. Elliot entertained
friends at cards Saturday evening.
Miss Margaret Ruggles arrived
home ttrni New York Saturday.
Miss Martena Hilton of Waldoboro
is visiting Mrs. Percy Studley.
There will be a special convocation
of Henry Knox Chapter, R. A. M..
Friday evening, with work in the de
grees of P. M. and M. E. M
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones re
turned home Saturday. They have
been with their son Kenneth and
daughter, Mrs. Wallace Parker, in
Clifton. Mass.
Grace Chapter. O.E.S.. will have
installation Wednesday evening, each
member being privileged to invite one
guest. The installing officers will be
Mrs. Helen Hallowell. Mrs. Winifred
Slader marshal, and Mrs. Aliola
Watts, chaplain. There will be a pro
gram and refreshments.
Miss Dorothy Starrett returned
Monday after spending the weekend
with Mrs. T. W. Perse in Eath
Mrs. George Hanly arrived home
Saturday from Lewiston. Idaho, where
she spent a month with her daughter.
Mrs. Grace Leeper and family.
The Mission Circle of the Baptist
Church will meet at the home of Mrs.
Minnie Newbert, Wadsworth street,
this Tuesday afternoon. Miss Minnie
Fernald will be leader, the subject.
"North America."
Mrs. Charles Burton of Billerica.
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Minnie
Newbert. She came to Maine to meet
her son and daughter, who are stu
dents at University of Maine. The
son Leroy will arrive in Thomaston
today and return to Orono Thursday.
Miss Luthera will come Wednesday
and remain until Monday, when she
returns to the University, and her
mother will leave for Billerica.
Mrs John E. Walker is much grieved
at the loss of her black Scotch terrier
by accidental death a few days ago.
The dog was pure bred and very in
telligent. Victoria, the white dog was
also injured.
Miss Virginia Brazier is at Wood
fords where she has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith enter
tained at a late supper Friday evening
Miss Leila Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Win
field Brackett and Earl Cogan.
Basketball at Rockland Monday
evening—Rockland vs. Thomaston.
Score. Bovs, Rockland 20. Thomas
ton 11; girls. Rockland 28. Thomas
ton 23.

Goldenrod Given Place
a* “Desirable Citizen”

SCJHML GANG
mis Oil WOMEN

Golden rod is not so much of a
sneezer after all!
It is to become a balloon tire and
bold up the weight of the world.
The rubber in it is its real gold.
It has been trying to tell the world
its worth for ages, and man lias
Police and Stool Pigeons
just sneezed at it. It may still
in Ring That Collects
have its blowouts; but they will
not be in the face of the public.
5 Million a Year.
There was a time when golden
rod was driven out of the fields to
New York.—A vice ring so pow
the roadside and along the hedges
erful that It does not need nor
as an undesirable citizen. It was
permit the aid of corrupt magis
a tramp plant that had to beg for
trates and so well organized that
even standing room. Now it will
lt card iudexes Its women victims
run along the middle of the road or
and collects $5,000.0000 a year has
grow luxuriantly in broad acres;
been uncovered by investigations
for it has suddenly become a com
sifting the by-products of this city's
mercial possibility.
municipal graft, it was learned re
Once the goldenrod was sneezed
cently.
at all over the republic. Now it
The ring, according to informa
will occupy the chief place and
tion being investigated by Isidor
show case in the tire factory and
J. Kresel, who has charge of the
will be the comment of salesman
appellate division's inquiry into thp
and motorist.
magistrates’ courts, consists of
stool pigeons, some members of the
There has seldom been a more
police department, certain court at
striking reversal of form In the his
taches, lawyers, and ball bonds
tory of man or plants. It has risen
men.
from the most lowly place to the
The ring preys upon indiscreet
choice of the magnate and million
women, some of the victims being
aire. It has ceased being an out
of prominence, it was charged.
cast and has become the object of
search by great scientists. Kerchoo 1 J Married women, show girls, night
dub hostesses—any women with
Bang!
money or jewels or lacking either
but having beauty—are likely un
der certain circumstances to find
Alaska Offers Much to
themselves "framed” on charges
Attract the Tourist
of immorality.
1
Story Told by Stool.
Unique picturesqueness may be
The disclosures concerning the
found in America's northernmost
vice ring came at about the same
possession, Alaska. Glaciers abound,
time that a Special Sessions court
with their fantastic and grotesque
was reversing the conviction of
although
beautiful
formations.
Mrs. Emma Hammerstein on a
Mountains, plateaus and lowlands
charge of vagrancy or immoral
are many. Lofty peaks and deep
conduct last June before Magistrate
valleys abound. The coast line is
Earl Smith.
fringed with islands wooded on top
Mrs. Hammerstein had been
and with sheer sides marked by
found guilty of improper conduct
glacial action. The great fisheries
on the testimony of a policeman.
and the immense mining projects
The widow of the impressario had
are found to be of unusual inter
insisted all along that the ctyrges
est to the visitor.
against her were framed. Her case
The primitive practices of the nahad been under investigation for
Mves, their customs and manners;
several months.
Ihe relics of the old boom days,
The story of the $5,000,000 vice
when precious metals were first
ring came from a Broadway “stool.”
found there, which have been pre
whose name has not been revealed,
served in song and story, will ap
but who is called “The Dove"
peal to the tourists who know them
among night life initiates.
only by their literary descriptions.
A woman known as “Madame
The Yukon river has been de
Adler,” who Is said to own three
scribed as one of the most beautiful
establishments, one in midtown,
of the North and practically bisects
one in the 70's and another in the
the peninsula. Many of the cities
Harlem black belt, is mentioned as
still retain some of the character
a leading character in the easy
istics of the old gold rush days,
morals-easy money racket. “Ma
while here and there is but a ves
dame Adler” is said to have disap
tige of what was once a prosperous
peared and the Investigators are
mining town.
conducting an undercover search
for her as a witness.
“The Dove,” stool pigion for the
Fishing Superstition
police at a flat salary of $00 a week,
If a Buckie fisherman's nets be
told the sordid Inside story of the
came tangled at sea he spat upon
vice racket for reasons not yet re
a piece of glass and threw it over
vealed. He was found recently in
board. This mysterious act was
a midtown hotel, where his com
supposed to untangle the line,
fort was looked after by a butler
writes Gerald Griffin In an article
and a man servant. “The Dove”
on Scottish fishermen and their su
told Kresel, lt was learned, that
perstitions. in the Baltimore Sun.
for fifteen years he had served the
The Nairn fisherman held lt un
police vice squad. The $00 was
lucky to shoot nets on the port side,
just coffee money, the investigators
to taste any food before fish were
learned, for “Tlie Dove" had an
caught, to fail to draw blood from
arrangement whereby lie received
the first fish caught. No fisherman
$10 for every woman turned over
. of Morayshire would carry a par
to certain members of the vice
cel for a friend or go to sea be
squad. Not all of the details of the
fore blood had been shed, although
vice racket were made public, but
I to accomplish the latter very often
It was said "The Dove” had
a fight had been started. The fish
amasseib at least $500,000 for his
erman's wife would not comb her
work and that he also had re
hair after sunset while her “guld
ceived splits from attorneys, bonds
man” was at sea.
men and court attaches.
How the Racket Works.
The vice racket, as “the Dove"
Latvia'* Historic Capital
Is said to have explained It, works
In 1918 Latvia was made an In
like this:
dependent republic with Riga as its
He or one of his mob invites a
capital. One Is accustomed to
woman to an apartment or hotel
think of the Baltic states as little
room. A little later the vice squad
countries, yet Latvia's area Is 25,arrives. The woman Is arrested.
000 square miles and is as large as
The bail bond company Is called.
both Holland and Belgium togeth
Then a lawyer appears. Finally
NORTH CUSHING
er. Riga is a dignified city with
the ease Is quashed with the aid
Mrs. Carrie Young and son Harold many parks and broad boulevards.
of court attaches. Then conies the
recently visited her daughter Mrs. Its wide paved streets are so thick
shakedown. In one instance, it
Eda Marshall in Rockland.
ly fringed with lime trees that one
was revealed, a woman paid out
Miss Fannie Miller is spending a may walk beneath them when lt Is
$1,500 to the ring.
few davs in Rockland.
raining without need of an um
If the woman has no money she
Herbert Smith has a new Chevro brella. Riga was founded in 1201
is permitted to put up her jewels.
let truck.
by Bishop Albert, who built the ca
If she has neither money nor jew
Mrs. Lester Lufkin passed the thedral. This cathedral is one of
els. but is attractive, she is turned
weekend at Pleasant Point, guest of the most ancient of Riga's many
over to the ring's “hostess" to earn
her sister Mrs. Riley Davis.
places of worship nnd has one of
enough money to "pay off."
Friends of Mrs. Wallace Spaulding tha largest organs ln Europe.
As the result of evidence ob
i Leola Cole) are sorry to hear of her
tained by the investigators, it was
illnes She is in Camden Communi
learned, subpoenaes have been
Old City Damaged
ty Hi pital. Mrs. Spaulding was a
sent out to a score of women who
teacher in this district five years ago.
Lillian Dow Davidson, writing
have been victims.
Variety Club met at the home of for the Rotarian, says: "Parts of
Mrs. Blanche Killeran last Wednes Damascus are in ruins. Some years
day. This week the members will be ago a large area of its center was
“Talkie” Is Stopped by
entertained by Mrs. Robert Spauld destroyed by flames, and, due to
Laughter of Audience
droughts and other conditions, na
ing at the home of H. E. Smith.
Mrs. Carrie Young recently gave a tives have not rebuilt it. Even
Paris.—Paris theater patrons have
bridge party Those present were more distressing were tlie ruins of
a new way of allowing their dis
Mrs. G. O. Dolliver of Rockland. Mrs. another part, which the French,
pleasure at the “talkie” films prewho
hold
the
Syrian
mandate,
re

Hibbard Young Mrs. Nellie Benner,
sented. In two of the biggest boule
Mrs. Blanche Killeran, Miss Helen luctantly but effectually shelled
vard movie houses the audience,
during
the
rebellion
of
1925."
as if by pre-arranged accord,
Killeran. Mrs. Verne Robinson, Mrs.
Albert Ristccn. Mi s Callie Smith.
laughed tlie show to a standstill,
until the manager appeared on the
Mrs. Robert Spauldin and Mrs. Her
Clever
Herbert
stage and offered to give every one
bert Smith. Mrs. Dolliver won high
In the stillness of the night there
who wished to leave tlie house a
honors and Mrs. H. Young received
came a noise from the dining room.
pass for another performance on
the consolation.
“Some one's moving,” whispered
the following week. Ninety per
"The man who can call a wooden I Mrs. Brown. “Go down, Herbert."
cent of the audience accepted the
"I don't think it's—er—anything,"
offer, still laughing.
hut an ideal home." said a judge last j
week. “I should describe as an idiot." faltered Herbert.
"Herbert, are you afraid to go
We should refer to him as a real es
down nnd face that burglar?” de
tate agent.—The Humorist.
manded his wife.
< Bolt Hits Parsonage, £
“Afraid?
Certainly not!" he
After giving three farewell per
formances, a French actress has de stammered. “But you know, my
but Misses Women ?
cided to return to the stage. Much dear, how I hate meeting strangers."
Loxley,
Ala.—Injured by n
adieu about nothing.—The Humorist
*»’ lightning holt which struck *,*
X the Methodist parsonage X
Cautious
y here, Mrs. John Menery ami A
Mrs. Bonnie Carter of Pasadena
Y Mrs. J. P. Holmes are £
was poking about in the shrubs
A recovering from severe hurts, A
when she suddenly called out:
y while 12 other women, guests y
“Look, Junior! Here’s a little
X in tlie home nt the time, are
green snake!”
expressing wonder nt their
"You better look out," cautioned
£ narrow escape. The women,
Junior, "it may be just ns danger
Kidney Disorders Are Too
X members of an arts class
ous as a ripe one.”-—Los Angeles
Serious to Ignore.
y meeting with Mrs. C. H.
Times.
X Carpenter, wife of the min
When bladder irritations
ister, were in the middle of
getting up at night and con
y their instruction when the
Not National Seal
stant backache keep you miser
bolt struck the house, al
The seal used on the place cards
able, don't take chances! Help
most demolishing the Jiving
at tlie White House is not the seal
your kidneys at the first sign
room and splintering the fur
of tlie United States, hut Is the seal
of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
niture. The splinters stuck J
of the President of the United
Successful for more than 50
Mrs. Menery and Mrs.
States, nnd is distinctive in several
years. Endorsed by hundreds
Holmes.
respects
from
tlie
seal
of
the
United
of thousands of grateful users.
States.
^Sold by dealers everywhere.

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder of Gardner.
Mass., is visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash.
Dr. W. H. Hahn returned home
.Friday from Boston where itc visit
ed his brother Dr. Myron Hahn for
j several days.
Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw. Mrs. John
Stevens and .Mrs. Alfred H. Morton
spent the day Friday guests of Mrs
! Ernest Burns, in South Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson S. Mayo are
spending the winter at Highland
Pines. S. C.
Kenneth Murphy of Vineyard Ha
ven, a former resident of this place
has recently been in India on a tour
which he and a friend, are making
this winter.
Hatchet Cove is covered with a
skim coat of ice.
Clement Rinehart of New York
City, a summer resident of this place
recently underwent an operation for
appendicitis.
i
Twenty-eight friends and relatives
of L. Myron Neal gathered at his J
home recently to help him celebrate
his birthday anniversary.
Albert Collamorc has returned to
Portland after spending several
weeks with his uncle. Romney Collamore.

Doans
ills

pATEi V/OfiTH

Portland, Maine

DEC lb, m3
TEA DESTROYED
in BOSTON HARBOR
G, g) )

Quality Work»

Family Washings

Advertisement* ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
cents, 3 times tor 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents
for three times. Six words make a line

Wanted
WANTED—Waitress for Wednesday
I tomorrow) 2 p m on. Also kitchen girl
wanted
PARK STREET CAFE AND
SEA GRILL. Rockland. Ask for Mr.
Perry.
z
12-lt,
------------------ -------------------------------------WANTED—Married man between ages
of 25 and 40 as a working partner ln Jewdry business In Rockland. Experience1
not essenttal. no capital required but
must be able to furnish bonds and good
references. Will consider right man that
can pUt part tlIne into enterprise. Write
H E“
care Courier-Gazette
12-14

THE HOUSE THAT SUPPLIES
THE RURALIST
WINTER AND SUMMEI
231
Wc'vc a reputation for reliability built on square dealing for over
G9 years. If you need supplies, come in and see us. We suggest—
Brooders
Incubators
Cream Separators
Egg Testers
Stoves
Butter Moulds
Churns
Feeders
Feed Fountains
Milk Carriers
Cana
Leg Bands
Egg Cases
Testers
Milk Coolers
Poultry Remedies, Etc.
Strainers
Pails
Bells
If you cannot conveniently conic in, send for jur catalog
riRM.

DAIRY

and

POULTRY

ii E.NDALL 5
IttlLAt ond

WHITNEYi
MAI ME

UCRTLAND

STS.,

ftMPIX

SUPPLIES — SEEDS

Parcel

Delivery Service

Dobbs: I think my furnace fire
must be of Arctic origin.
Bobb: Why?
Dobbs: It seems to tike to go
out in the coldest weather.

Lost and Found

LOST—Left rear gate rack from our
Ford stake body truck. Finder has
something coming to him. HOUSESHERMAN, Inc. Next to Ford Agency,
12-14x
■
- ------------------------------- _ =■•
LOST—One ear ring, either in Dads
------------------------------------------------------------ i Lunch or from there to 23 Park St., Jan.
WANTED—Salesmen. We need several, 24. ? MRS. LOTTA J. DARLING. Finder
men to sell highest grade auto and leave at COURIER-GAZETTE Offlce.
tractor oils, paints, etc., to farming trade.;
________________________ 12*14
on fall 1931 credit, without note. Inter
LOST—Wrist watch. Elgin, initialled
est or, mortgage.
Goods
shipped
on
ap
-x « .» •
ii
j
- ■ E. E. C., presumably at Wiley's Corner.
P/iin1
nf Rpturn wlU bf much appreciated by
Ing account and full pajment at end of i ><n<a
p rnvFi whpv's Cornnr
month. Apply by letter. A real propo-1 MRS E E COVEL’ Wileys Corner,
sition. F. G. FOGG. Field Mgr.. 193
.'
Essex St., Bangor, Maine._________ 11*16 ----------------------------------------------------- —
WANTED—Large size coal burning ‘
To Let
brooder stove, with hover, must be in •
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
good condition and cheap for cash. |
E. N.
MRS. JACK PERIE. South Cushing. Mei Hjffit housekeeping, adults only E
10*12 SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
______________________ __________ 11-tf
WANTED—I buy shaggy kittens Write
TO LET—Four room apartment, modand s»<' MRS- WARREN ern conveniences, heated if desired; furPx-.ASLEE, Jefferson, Me.
10 15 j nished Or unfurnished. W. L. BALLARD,
WANTED—Position as chef or all-1 R?ckport________________________ *°~1?
round cook. Best of references. Can | TO LET—Five room house, modern, on
Appl’.
9-tf
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
7-tf Fuller-Cobb-Davis
WANTED—Position as mother’s helpTO
Warren St.. 6 room teneer or second girl, by young Finnish girl, ment, $22'- 7-room tenement, $23.50.
experienced MISS AHO. Tel. 466-M
B°lh have Kas and el?ctrl?lLyC
10*12 pleasantly located in good neighborhood.
--------------------------------------------------- -----Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577 . 4-tf
. WANTED-Gencial housework by expeTO LET-Vnfurnlahed 5 room tenement

«wn«Ce<lnn " tSV d«°SaU;

gOOU

MRS. AHO. Tel. 466-M.___________10*12 ,
WANTED—Skates to sharpen.
We
sharpen them while you wait, and sharpen them right CRIE HARDWARE CO..
408 Main St., Rockland.____________ 9-25 :
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student
preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or
call 163-M.________________________ 7-tf
WANTED—Gas stationary engine, from
15 to 20 h. p. TEL 277-W, or write Box
443, Rockland._____________________ 7*12
WANTED—Woman for house work in
family of one. Call at 157 MIDDLE ST.
6-tf

and

North Maln st- ROBERT U.

COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
1-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main 8t
Tel. 874-W.
1-tf
TQ LET_Flve r00m furnished apart:
AJl modern improvements. Inquire at
1-tf
12 ELM ST.
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Apply to B,
SMITH, Thorndike &k Hix
1-tf
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.

For Sale

WEEK OF JANUARY 26th to JANUARY 51st
This Beautiful Green Glass Measuring Cup
FREE with
(U.1IVU cowiiTAiiw,

Kellogg’s ALL-BRAN

1 Pkg.

ALLBRAN

pk8.

Kellogg’s

•90?

Whole Wheat
BISCUIT

29
BIRD'S
STRING BEANS z Z5
5
All
Sor

KE-UXOO COMPANY

Cream
T artar

three

Sor

EVERYDAY
or
VAN CAMP’S

Lb. Pkg.

10°
Z5‘
IVORY
QUAKER
Rolled Oats 21 SNOW
x

MILK

SMALL CANS

CROW

Large
Pkg-

WHILE THEY LAST

1
|
,

New Mixed NUTg
—B—MMMMMMBBfiTB1 li i Ti .—JJHBRnWBK
CAMPBELL’S

j

PACKAGES

Hoffecker’s Tomatoes

Z25‘

Tomato Soup

J XJc

LITTLE
BUSTER

POPCORN

2... 25'

25

SPLENDID

Mince Meat

Large
Can

SPLENDID

Malt Syrup

SUNSHINE

RAISIN GEMS

GOLD MEDAL
CAKE FLOUR
GET

FREE

Per
Can

tor

One Extra Heavy and Extra Deep

ANGEL CAKE PAN

Per
Lb.

29

49
IS

5T
FREE

WHILE THEY LAST

Called For and Delivered

Walter Dorgan, Tel 106R

In Everybody’s Column

S. C. K. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
I They mak' healthy, productive hens.
Price per 100, $20: 500. $19: 1000 and up.
$18 Patching eggs Write or phone. E !
C. TEAGUE Warrell, Me. Tel 13-42
Warren.
11-tf
—n
...... .
BABY CHIX. WYLLIE S STRAIN S. C.
R I Red--. Bred for eggs. type and color.
■State accredited for white diarrhoea. $20
Per hundred, postpaid for March until
15111 °f April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
WANTED—Washings, wet or rough!
copies of The Courier-Gazette. with the pcr hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed, dry. Prices 50 and i5 cents AIRS. Ev-1
home news, at Central News Co 66 Con- p. h WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston, ERETT B GRAY. 12 Willow St.
12*14
6ri'
" 01 Ross News-stand, 381 - Con- Maine. Route 1. Phone W’arren 10-6
gress St.
h
j.tf
WANTED—Small
child to
mother's care. TEL. 526-X
WANTED—By collector. High prices
paid for the following coins: Five dollar
,
gold pieces 1815, 1819 ----- 1829 • a
California gold pieces 1849 Issue or old
stamps on envelopes sent from Califorma 1849 to 1860; also anything pertainIng to the early West. BOX 431, Rockland.
12*14 1

Addison McCorrison. Thomas Wil
liams and Hush McCorrison arc
making quick work of fitting their
woodpiles with the aid of engine and
saw outfit.
Letters from Anna Howard of
Rockland report that she and Harvey
are having a very pleasant winter
with their daughter in Fairhaven,
Mass.
Word gomes from Mrs. John Clark
that the four pheasants that “flew
the coop" from the McCorrison farm
last fall are wintering down in her

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Eggs and Chicks

neighborhood, evidently getting a
living for themselves in spite of hard
times.
Joe Wentworth is hauling his
yearly supply of firewood. The sled
ding is excellent, which is surely in
his favor as his wood lot is a good
distance from his home at the village.
Miss Linnibel Grant with a party
of school friends attended the Wash
ington High School exercises.
Frank McCorrison writes from
Barre. Vt.. of the good times he is
enjoying this winter with his fra
ternal brothers of the Square and
Compass Club. He says. "At the
windup Saturday night we had coffee
ard a *lam chowder made by John
Macodick, a former Rockland boy.”

APPLETON

TDon't Netflecf
Your Kidneys

Every-Other Day

TRADF ATM'iTW-w>nr

Ya„

know the owner

FOR SALE—Blue doberman pinscher
bitch, spayed. 1*2 years old. easy terms if
desired ELIZABETH R. SEAVEY. 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.______ ______________ 12-14
FOR SALE—House, barn and garage,
good condition; 21 acres, with shore
privilege, at South Cushing. Me. on
State highway. For particulars R. B.
FILLMORE. 77 Park St., Rockland Me.
__________ _____________________ 12-17
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
electric lights and water, double lot of
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
rent plan, $1500. $15 month
V. F.
STUDLEY. C9 Park St. Tel. 1080. 12-tf
FOR SALE—65 acre farm. 7 room house
with fine cellar, barn, water in house,
some blueberries, plenty of wood, rent
plan. $1600. $16 per month. V. F. STUD
LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
\12-tf
FOR SALE—Eight tons good hay. bar
gain
lf
taken
at
once;
also
.soft
wood
--------HARRY---------------GOODWIN. —
Warren.

FOR SALE—Orthophonlc Vlctrola, con- I
solette model, perfect condition. $20
See A FOX. 477 Main St.
12*14 '
FOR SALE—50 acre Lakeside farm,
good buildings. Make nice summer i
hoihe. For particulars write DEWEY
WINCHENBACH. Waldoboro. Me.
12*14
FOR SALE—1927 Buick Standard 6. .
Four-door Sedan. A-l condition, $250
Terms or trade. ROLAND E. PAYSON.
East Union. Tel. Union 18-2._______12*14
FOR SALE—Quilt tops. $1.50: nullts •
made to order. $5. for sale at all times. I
I EMMA WINO. New County road, Rockland.
________________________ 11*13
FOR SALE—Or exchange. 5 M spuce
lumber, double harness. 10 cords green
birch cord wood. FRANK MORRIS, Tenant s Harbor._____________________ 11*13
FOR SAL&-GaR range with oven
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little
TpI. 186-R
64 SUMMER ST.
138*ti
FOR SALE—119 acre farm at Ingraham
Hill, farm buildings. Modern house
Price right. Apply to MRS. CHARLES
ROBBINS. Ingrkham Hill, City.
11*13 <
FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover,
long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12; limbs.
$10. T. J. CARROLL. Tel 263-21
10-12'
FOR SALE—Ford Coupe. Model A A
C. GEORGE. Tel. Thomaston 179. 10-12 '
FOR SALE Maytag washer, used less
than three years, excellent condition,
ebep for cash. 194 CAMDEN ST Tel
67-R.____________________________ 10-12
FOR SALE—Girl’s key skates, size 10
In good condition—simply outgrown
Tel. 794-W.
10*13

WEDDING
TN these mad days of
-*■ runaway romances and
rather casual marriages,
wedding announcements
arc bccomi ng i ncrcasi ngly
important. The smarter
families are using Un
weave Wedding Station
ery for their announce
ments because of its ultracorrectness and because
ies rich vcllum-like tex
ture provides the perfect
background for exquisite
engraving.

THE COURIERGAZETTE

7 17XVf’y7/J/f’----

weiin■ n«, ■>.%fi

rs

bucks. 8 months old. Raised from
Stahl's Silver Certificate stock. L. R
WHITTEN, Brooklyn Heights, Thomas
ton. Me. Tel. 150-11.
10-12
FOR SALE—Kitchen range oil burn
ers at reduced prices. DONAHUE Ai
RANLETT. Tel. 1033 Rockland.
9*14
FOR SALE—Dry wood. long. $10; fitted.
$14; Junks. $12: soft Junks. $8. L. F
TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
6-14

$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. 6
H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds
also some nice hound pups. Now Is the
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL. Glencove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
153-tf

tions In Rockland. A large list of sum
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
estate. Come and talk over my list 1)
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS
375 Main St.. Tel. 77.
1-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms Aid
cottages for sale and rent, attractlvi
prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Maine._____________
. i-tf
FOR 8ALE—Two electric motors. 7)5
h. p. and 2 h. p., ln good shape; also
standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.

.___________ 1-tf

Miscellaneous
MADELYN McCABES SHOP will be
open for business very soon at 20 OAK
ST Marcel waving 50 cents
12*11
NOTICE—This Is to notify all that
from this date I will pay only those bills
contracted by mvself.
FLOYD B
CONANT. Port Clyde, Me. Jan. 22. 1931.

_______________

11*13

STORAGE. Good dry and clean, ln
bam; $2.09 per month. S. A. MACOM
BER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel.
1158-W._______
9-14
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing. S. A.
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rocklanu.
Me. Tel. 1158-W.
6*17
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saw.
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
1-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
Tel. 519-J.
i.tf
DENTAL NOTICE

DR. J. H. DAMON
Is back in his offlce for the winter
and will make appointments each day
from 10 *.o 2
130TSU

Backache
Leg Pains
If Getting Up Nights, Backache,

frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nervousness, or Burning, due to function
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cystex T^st.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
nounced Siss-tex) today, under the
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must zquickly
allay these conditions, improve lestf«il skvp and energy, ur w‘0l»ey bacKe
Only 6<»o at

C. II. Moor & Co., Rockland

L»cry-Oiher-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 27, 1931

Boss’ Daughter or

EVENING
SLIPPERS

High School Notes

the Stenographer?

McLain Shoe Store

A

aiaM

H W

PARISIAN BEAUTY
7
SALON
j

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
A. M., Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Complete Scanty System
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
about 9.30.
Fredericks Permanent Waving and 35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND land
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
z Rewaving
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
Osteopathic
Physician
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan's
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
Telephone 136
Island about 6.00 P. M.
Phone 888
B. II STINSON, General Agent.

I50tf

143-tI

I

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

By SARAH ALLISON MAXWELL

VlARRY the boss’ daughter! Rats!
He hadn’t slaved these four
gruelling years for the purpose of
entering upon the career of snob
In addition to personal notes regard-The fourth card oartv in the spriQs
bew given
b^efU Tst
and fortune seeker. He would leave
that to the lounge lizards. As for
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.! Bernard’s Church takes place this [
success, he expected to make lt
gild’ll- rerciTOd ma“ °r telephone w‘“ be evening in the Thorndike grill, with
himself and not be dependent on
telephone
770 or 794 w Miss Louise Harrin6ton and Mrs.
the boss’ daughter. Darned if he
hune.
7,0 or 794-W Oeorge philllps as hostesses. play.
wouldn't' marry whom he pleased,
ing will begin at 8.
even if, pegehanee, it happened to
Miss Prances McDougall of Port-------he the stenographer.
land and John McLoon were dinner - Mrs. Eva L. Buchanan who has
Thus the reaction of Flunter
guests Saturday night of Mr. and j been the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Leigh, recently graduated from the
Mrs. Donald Leach, Main street.
Wallace M. Little, for several weeks,
Architecture institute, to the now
left yesterday to visit relatives in
NEW ARRIVALS IN
famous snob advice of tho profes
Miss Ruth Scarlott who teaches af Readville, Mass., for the remainder
sor.
Black and Colored Moires
Kents Hill Seminary was home for of the winter.
To Hunter, the professor’s hardthe weekend.
Match Your Dress
boiled counsel about shoe trees and
Mrs. George B. Clark has returned
an extra pair of trousers being the
she was the
Capt. Brainerd R. Simmons who from, Kezar
, . Palls
. where
. .
means of getting away with mur
BLACK MOIRE PUMPS
has been a patient at Paynes Hos- ?i*est °Lher dauehter' Mrs Elton
der, was just a modernization of
High Heel
pital, Bangor, has returned ' home, Merrifield.
the old Polocius stuff—“Costly thy
and will be pleased 'to have friends
habit as thy purse can buy.” Hunt
5.00
The Speech Readers Club meets
call. His health is much improved.
er was not inclined to be slovenly,
Thursday afternoon at 2.30.
but why bother, he asked himself,
WALK-OVER
about the impeccably correct attire?
A bridge party is to be given by the
Capt A. W. Hutchinson has closed
Clothes were not his stock In trade.
BPW Club at the rooms Thursday his home at The Highlands and goes
Black Dull Kid Pumps
He wasn't n hotel waiter. Wasn't
evening.
this week to New York, where he will
wearing a soiled smock, the prerog
8.00, 9.00
be employed. Mrs. Hutchinson and
ative of (he artist, and likewise, per
Mrs. E. W. Porter and son William children Ramona and Ray are with
haps, of the technician.
“INTERNATIONAL”
Porter of Patchogue, N. Y„ arrived relatives in Gloucester, Mass. A
Of course, when shortly after
by motor Friday, and are guests of daughter Margaret is with Mr. and
BLACK KID PUMPS
graduation. Hunter Leigh took a
Mrs. Harold Allen at Camden. Mr. Mrs. Ralph Wentworth for the win
position wit'll the architectural firm
Porter is returning to New York to ter, and Winslow and Susan are with
5.00
of Winthrop & Morton, the profes
day, but Mrs. Porter will remain for Mrs. Emma Weymouth at The High
sor’s advice was the talk of the
a visit of several weeks it being her lands.
WHITE MOIRE PUMPS
town and Institute men were more
first visit here for several years.
than apt to come in for jibes as re
Browne Club will meet Friday eve __________ 5.50
gards snobbish proclivities and de
Mrs. Perley Damon entertained the ning at the home of Mrs R. K. Greene,
signs upon the boss’ daughter. So
Thursday Auction Club with honors with Mrs. Greene and Mrs. Deissler as We have All Sizes and Widths,
when one morning Dave Roberts, a
falling to Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs. hostesses. If stormy, the meeting will
Which Means Perfect Fitting
fellow craftsman, nudged Hunter
Ralph Trim and Mrs. Walter Ladd, be at the First Baptist parlors
and remarked ln an undertone,
Luncheon was served.
------“Here’s n chance for you, Bean.
-------Members of the Itooevik Club and
Dorothy Winthrop—the boss’ daugh
Mrs. Lena Sargent has returned husbands were entertained at dinner
WALK-OVER SIGN
ter. And isn’t’ she a humdinger?"
from an absence of two weeks and and bridge last evening at the home ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Hunter responded with a surly si
resumed her duties as principal of of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veazie, with Mr.
lence and kept his eyes glued to
the Rockland Commercial College.
and Mrs. Sumner Perry as assisting
a blueprint until lt was assured
-------' hosts. There were 26 present. Misses
ROCKPORT
that t's daughter of the senior
Mrs. E. F. Glover entertained at Katherine Veazie and Ruth Perry
memhe f the firm had left the of
a bridge luncheon Friday afternoon, acted as waitresses. Honors were
Among those from town who at fice.
/
with Miss Carrie Barnard of Medford won by Mrs. Albert Peterson and H. tended the annual installation of offi- j
A
few
weeks
later
there was a
Hillside, Mass., as honor guest. P- Blodgett.
cers of Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S. new stenographer—a green one at
Favors were won by Mrs. S. A. Burpee
-------Friday evening in Rockland were that, Hunter surmised, after she had
and Miss Emma Cooper with a spe-' The attractive home of Mrs. David Mrs. Annie Small. Mrs. Alice Mars
cial one for Miss Barnard.
j Talbot on Talbot avenue is to be ton. Miss Helen Small, Mrs. Louise done for him a first piece of dicta
-------opened to the public this evening for Holbrook, Mrs. Leola Mann. Mrs. L. ■ tion. He made a few corrections
The Junior Harmony Club meets a musicale under the auspices of E. Mann. Mrs. Orra Burns. Mr. and and handed the sheet back to her.
tomorrow evening at the BPW rooms Chapin Class. With Miss Mabel F. Mrs. Douglas Bisbee, Mrs. Erlene It was so evident that the girl was
that he determined to help
at 6.45, with Mrs. Leola Noyes and \ Lamb and Mrs. Faith G. Berry in Davis. Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Champncy. trying
her out a bit instead of being crit
Mrs. F^iith G. Berry in charge, charge, a program of high order has Miss Helene Dunbar.
ical.
Members are requested to give items • been arranged, among the artists to
Mrs. Louise Holbrook entertained
“Miss—er?” He didn't know her
containing not more than 25 words > appear being Miss Mary Bird, Mrs. the members of the Saturday Club at
on “Victor Herbert."
, Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Lorita Bick- her home Saturday evening, the oc name.
Momentarily she seemed to hesi
-------I nell and Mrs. Esther Howard, vocal- casion being the birthday anniversary
Miss Frances McDougall of Port-lists; Misses Gertrude Heal and Ruth oj the hostess. An attractively deco tate, and then came out with
land was the weekend guest of Miss Dondis, pianists; Master Richard rated birthday cake graced the table . “Smith—Jane Smith.”
Then for the first time Hunter
Jeanette Smith, Lincoln street, who Ellingwood. Mrs. Helen Wentworth from which refreshments were served.
really looked at Jane Smith and
has been home from Portland for a and Miss Hazel Marshall in readings; The evening was pleasantly spent.
discovered that she was a very
few days.
Iand an instrumental trio composed
Herbert M. Donnell Jr., leaves to pretty girl. She had great blue
_____
j of Misses Dorothy and Marion
John Hagar of Evanston, Ill., with Harvey and Florence Dean. Refresh- day for the National Soldiers' Home eyes, wavy chestnut hair, and a
milk and rose complexion which
headquarters in Chicago, is home on ments will be served. The hour is 8 ct Togus.
The Twentieth Century Club will even the inevitable suntan did not
a fortnight's vacation, with his '0 clock.
meet Friday afternoon with Mrs. Z. completely obscure. Hunter was
mother Mrs. Lois Hagar.
------_____
! Mrs. John O. Stevens entertained D. Hartshorn at her home on .Main glad Indeed lie hadn't been crabbed.
Fales Circle of the G.A.R. will meet the Breakfast Bridge Club yesterday street. These papers will be given: Moreover, Jane Smith wns clever
tomorrow evening at 7.30 at the home at a 1 o clock luncheon. Honors were "War As An Instrument of National and caught on to the work rapidly.
Policy,” Mrs. Alice Gardner; “King It was not long until her mistakes
of Mrs. Susie Lamb, Rankin street. I won by Mrs. Frank L. Weeks, Mrs. Henry
VIII. o^ England,” Mrs. reached the vanishing point.
_____
i Henry B. Bird and Mrs. J. A. Burpefe.
One noon Hunter discovered Jane
Louise Holbrook.
The annual Student Day program
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Andrews who j in a cafeteria as they were both
__
__________
____
_____
r
____
The
Wawenock
Club
enjoyed
a
of the Rubinstein Club takes place
their trays along the nickelFriday afternoon at the Congrega- ' supper and social last evening at the have been spending a week at the pushing
plated railing, partitioning off the
tional Church at 2.15 with Mrs. borne of Mrs. Cora Smith, Ocean home of their daughter Mrs. Nina long array of edibles, which started
Gladys St. C. Morgan as chairman, avenue. Mrs. Smith was assisted by Carroll, returned Sunday to West j at one end with soup and finished
■
The program will be given by pupils j Mrs. Evelyn Snow and Mrs. Fanny Rockport.
Albert Carroll spent Sunday as with coffee.
of various local music teachers, both l Norton. The meeting of next Monday guest
“You don't mind If I join you?’
of B. S. Gregory at Glencove. j
instrumental and vocal, and promises ! will be with Miss M. Eveline Burbank,
Mrs. Minnie Crozier received a Winter queried. And Jane acqui
to be of high order. Parents $nd Mechanic street.
telegram Sunday from her son-in- esced graciously.
music teachers of the pupils to be ,
------law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. l At first they talked shop. Jane
presented are invited to be guests of
The open meeting of the Shakes- Ralph Blakeley, informing her of ;
the club. Mrs. Morgan desires all j Peare Society was held at the Copper their arrival in Chicago, having made j was discussing the pyramid sky
teachers to advise her concerning stu- Kettle last evening with 28 members' the trip by motor from their home at scraper from an artistic standpoint.
dent to be presented, name of selec- J and one alumna member (Mrs. Chestnut Hill. Philadelphia, leaving And the extent to which this raw
tion and composer, as soon as pos- Caroline Achorn Merriam i present, there Friday afternoon and arriving stenographer was conversant with
things architectural was n surprise
sible.
*
The choosing of dinner partners was
Chicago early Sunday. Their and delight to Hunter. Lunching
------j done by drawing and matching two in
vacation will be divided between that with Jane became a habit—a pleas
Mrs. Winifred Butler was hostess ' Shakespearian characters in the city
and-Wichita. Kans., the latter
interlude to which Hunter
to the Thimble Club last evening at i same play. After the very satisfac being the home of Mr. Blakeley's par- j ant
looked forward expectantly. And
tory dinner was disposed of, the
her home on Main street.
continually lie was musing on how
ladies gathered to enjoy the chief ents.
Mrs. Marion Richards was hostess perfectly rotten was that advice
Mrs. Chester Marshall of Swamp entertainment of the evening, a Monday evening to members of the recommending the boss’ daughter
scott, Mass., who has been visiting mathematical contest conducted by Nitsumsosum Club and husbands. rather than tlie stenographer.
her sister, Mrs. Warren P. Doughty Mrs. Angelica Glover, in which Mrs. Cards werc a feature.
Then on one occasion, which
in Albany, N. Y., is the guest of Ella Buflum was prize winner. Mrs.' Fred L. Crozier arrived Sunday Winter declared was very special,
relatives in this city.
Glover and Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood j .
from Nrw York to spend a and he had Invited Jane to the Illtz
told fortunes to the amusement of | few days with hic
, Minnie
his annt
aunt Vr
Mrs.
Minnie Instead of the usual cafeteria, the
Three weeks elapse before the next the ladles, and a social hour closed I Crozier.
bubble burst. Hardly were they
Educational Club meeting which a very happy evening.
The Johnson Society will be enter seated when a smartly dressed girl
falls on Feb. 6 the first Friday of the
tained Wednesday at the home of who had been sitting at a nearby
The Woman's Association of the Mrs. Leola Mann. The early part of table came over and spoke to June.
month.
First Baptist Church meets Wednes- the evening will be devoted, to
“Why, Dorothy Winthrop," she
Miss Betty Clark was hostess to day at 2.30 in the vestry.
“listening in” on the broadcast by exclaimed, “you are a regular her
the R. V. Club Friday evening a't her
------Camden-Rockport Lions Club over mit these days. Where have you
home on Thomaston street with Miss j Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crie left yes- WLBZ Bangor, Earle Achorn, a Rock been keeping yourself? Surely you
Jhlia Philbrook as a special guest.■ terday for a winter's trip in the port boy, being one of the soloists. are coming to my tea dance tomor
Luncheon was served. The club will ! south, Mr. Crie representing The j
“urged 'that "all attending this row afternoon."
meet Thursday evening with Miss Bicknell Manufacturing Co.
; meeting should be on hand as early
For the moment Dorothy Win
Kathleen Nosworthy as hostess.
-------as 6 45 o'clock.
throp, alias Jane Smith, flushed
------I Mrs. Lucius Yorke entertained theI The monthly “church night" sup- painfully, but then recovering her
The midwinter meeting of the p. and F. Club at her home on Pleas-! per wiu take place Thursday at the | usual ease of manner, she Intro
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ant street Friday afternoon, card Baptist vestry at 6.30 with the men duced Hunter nnd responded sweet
takes place in Augusta Thursday and honors going to Mrs. Florence Keat- of the church in charge. A business ly, “I’m afraid not, Helen. You see.
Friday. Mrs. John H. Huddilston, a mg and Kfrs. Maude Hallowell.
meeting will follow with a prayer and I’m helping Dad out at the office
former president, will be the princi------j social hour
A11 members of the just now.”
,
pal speaker, her subject to be “Some j Mrs. Robert Sutton, daughter parjsh are welcome
Storm clouds had settled on Hunt
Educational Needs of Maine.” She j Agnes and son Bobby are guests of !
_____________
er Leigh’s brow as a result of
has also been prominently identified Mr anti Mrs. Robert Hussey for the
psychologist says that humans are Helen’s revelation, and Dorothy felt
with the State Chamber of Com- , next six weeks. Mrs. Sutton will most intelligent at the age of four like bursting into tears. She had
mercc and has been a director in the , (ben join her husband in San Diego teen. Before they've learned so many sensed that Hunter had been on
General Federation of Women s j canf, going from there to Honolulu things that ain’t so.—Arizona Pro- ' the point Of asking Jane Smith to
Clubs, as well as having had wide j and china. Later they return to duccr.
marry him, but she knew thnt he
experience in other fields. Other California to make their home,
would never propose to Dorothy
chairmen who will speak at the Fri?
____ _
Winthrop. And so Dorothy stepped
day session include Mrs. Blanche W.
Virginia Leach entertained Friday
into the breach.
Brown of Dover-Foxcroft, of the cvenjng at her home on Rockland
“Please forgive me, Hunter,” she
CNt A
American Home committee; Mrs. S(ree[ as an observance of her 13th
cajoled. “You see It was this way:
Fred Marsh of Bangor, American j birthday, her guests being members
When I saw you scowling over the
citizenship; Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth o{ the G club and other young I
an
rope
blueprint that morning, I knew you
of Rockport, fine arts: Miss Annie L. Iriends Games and music were enwould never look at the boss’ daugh
nd v start
Bower of Lew^ton, literature; Mrs j0 d apd lhe refreshmenU includter. So the only chance I had was
Leroy R. Folsom of Norridgewock ;
a
uu decorated birthday cake
to be tbe stenographer."
legislation whose subject will be The Those presept were Emrna Harding,
(Copyright)
Juvenile Court and Other Bills
Gertrude Heal, Catherine Black,
Miss Edith L. Soule of Augusta Rose pianagan, Lilia Sherman, SylGateway to China
P~llc wifnre' ^’h0Se l£pic, w 1 bF, I via Cohen, Donna de Rochemont,
When La Salle, the explorer, dis
Mar*aret Dunton' Barbara J°rd-aIL
covered the rapids near Montreal
Rose Moody, Edward Hellier, Ted
known as “Lachine,” he believed
ternational relations, who will speak Ladd, Howard Crockett, John Karl,
he had arrived at the gateway to
especially on the Senate and the Gordon Flint, Joseph Emery, Edwin
China.
Hence the name—"La
World Court; Miss Alice Frost Lord Edwards, Richard French and Rich
Chine.” The town of Lachine dates
of Lewiston, press and publicity. The
hack to early French days. The
feature Thursday evening will be the ard Whitmore.
Sulplcian fathers granted the ter
president’s banquet at the Augustr. I T
os
ritory to La Salle. The rapids lie
House, when the subject for after
L
dinnpr <:np»kiniz will hp “THpa«; and i cents until further notice. Leave
helow the town, and “shooting the
Ideals fo? the Club President" M“.
car,
Fireproof Oarage ’vhite
rapids” has loDg been a popular
William Tudor Gardiner will be a
to the movies or play golf,
diversion.
guest of honor. Gov. Gardiner Will G,ct it warm and ready to go n-tead
extend greetings from the State at °
h?rd °r Jmpo“lble t0
Or How It Diet
the Friday morning session. Mrs. i start. Fireproof Garage, adv._____
nnlf the world seems Interested
Irene Moran, president of Methe- r»D PFDI CV P (lAMflN
only In Ihe wicked way the other
besec Club of this city, and Mrs. DK. rtKLfcl K. DAlYIUn
half lives.—Des Moines TribuneBlanche Ellsworth, State chairman
Dentist
Capitnl.
on fine arts, are to attend.
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME
VINALHAVEN & RCCKLAND
Telephone 915-M
r~
STEAMBOAT CO.
Swil - kb-A-1
«
83tl
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‘“THE I'ST
IDEA

OF

HARbAONY CAME

F<?ONi THE
GREEKS-

DAUGHTER GOOSE
There was a young woman
whose classy bisque shoe
Lost off its high heel
And she didn't know what to do.
But they nailed lt on
Down where the boys cane chairs
And she lost off the other
On her way upstairs!

• • • •
Examinations have done their
worst! Rank cards go out this week.
• • * «

The juniors have begun their first
Shakespeare play, “As You Like It."
» » • «
The victory at Castine leaves our
girls still undefeated with four
games behind them .
» • *
John Mazzeo has proved himself a
most diligent and conscientious sec
retary as one teacher especially can
testify. Never were absence slips
more sedulously attended to. Good
for John!
* ♦ » •

If you notice a subtle change go
ing on in any of the sophomores it
may be that they arc members of
that division of public speaking that
is taking up “Everyday Manners”
this quarter.
• » • •

The punctuation drill in Miss
Pride’s sophomore English classes
was enlivened the other day by a
little play "The Stopper Family" in
which fat Dotty Period, hunchbacked
Billy Question Mark and quick
tempered Exclamation Point along
with the comical little comma and
ill-used semicolon illustrated their
characteristics by conversation and
dramatic action.

•

Basement Dresses

Our Dress Department in the basement is to be discontinued,
prior to opening a new Medium Price Dress Department in

cur Balcony.

So—in order to have nothing to move but

hangers, our prices will be—

$1 to $5 each
•
Not all colors.

v

Not all sizes.
Bui if you can get fitted—these are real bargains!

Come and 1 ry 1 hem!

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

A visit to the skating rink last:-----...
.
Saturday showed it swarming with 440 yard dash, won by Edna Ross, Michael Halligan, spent a few days thermometer registering 16 below
gay youngsters as well as a generous senior; Virginia Piper, sophomore last week with his grandparents in two days,and one day 20 below—and
the bluebirds are not singing in the
sprinkling of grown-ups taking ad- ! second. Others qualifying, Helen R^.k,al?d.
„
----- sparkling day. Wil Ross, sophomore.
Violet Reed, daughter of Mr. and valley at Meadowbrook.
vantage of- the
Skiing (boysl—Cross country, won Mrs. Chester Reed, is ill.
liam Brooks, the caretaker, was on
Whooping cough is yet prevalent
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. McPhail in this neighborhood and Mrs. Edith
the open rink, Mr. Bowden in the bv L. Thomas, sophomore; Haskell,
hockey pen, Mr. Randall in the little junior, second; ski dash, won by and family and their guests, Harold Gurney and family have been hav
heated shack where skates werc Lawry, senior; Frohock, sophomore, McPhail and Eldon Hower from ing it in’severe form.
changed and clothing checked and second. Others qualifying, Bickmore Massachusetts, were supper guests
Wallace Griffin has built an ice
Saturday of Mr. arM Mrs. Eugene house and filled it. Nearly everyone
Malcolm Haskell in charge of the re and Thomas, sophomores.
Snowshoe (boys t—Cross country. Calderwood.
freshment counter. Mr. Brooks has
in this vicinity has been busy the
been putting in anywhere from 12 to won by Joy. junior; Shepherd, sopho
past week harvesting their ice.
15 hours a day at the rink ever since more, second: dash, won by Ripley,
APPLETON
Those who attended the funeral of
it was opened. The field is scraped junior; Shepherd, sophomore, ,secMrs. Louise Mank Ames in Union
and sprayed every night with an ond. Others qualifying, Joy, junior;
George Peabody slaughtered a hog werc deeplv impressed with the beneadditional spraying in the morning if Philbrook, sophomore.
dictive sermon, the Rebekah cere
conditions call for it.
Girls' snowshoe race—Won by recently which weighed 404 pounds. mony and the profusion of floral
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gushee mo
• • *
Helen Ross, sophomore; Cynthia tored
tributes—all bearing messages of lovt
to Bangor recently.
The assembly program in the Wasgatt, .senior, second. Others
Extremely cold weather here—the for the deceased and bereaved family.
qualifying,
Thelma
Blackington.
Junior High School presented by the
7-1 class under the direction of Miss senior.
Girls' ski race—Won by Carol (
Hughes, consisted of a one-act play
“Around the World with the Chil Gardner, sophomore; Beryl Borge- ,
dren" with the pupils wearing very son, freshman, second. Others qualiWEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
pretty costumes representing the | fying, Thelma Blackington. senior.
Obstacle race (boys)—Won by L.!
various countries. The parts were as
sophomore;
Bickmore.
Joilows: Fairy—Vera Ames. Swiss Thomas.
When a woman marries—What does
Children—Bernice Haining and John sophomore, second. Others qualify
Bodman. Russian—Florence Dean, ing, Haskell junior; Lawry senior.
she want? Love? Riches? Her
Obstacle race (girls I—Won by
Italian—Anna Murgita, Dutch—Caro
lyn Smith, French—Eleanor Hall. Carol Gardner sophomore; Helen
husband's success?
,
Arabian—Raymond Small, Japanese Ross, sophomore, second.
First place in the meet was won by ,
—Hazel Kirkpatrick And Ruth
—or, escape from her own past?
Phelps, American school boys—Vasil the sophomores with a total oi 58
Naum, Richard Waldron. Albert Lev points; second juniors 42 points. The I
You'll find the answer here!
ensaler. David Hyler, Walter Rogers, juniors won eight firsts to sopho
more's five.
Harold Anderson.
♦ » • »
Tuesday's assembly was of very es
WARREN
pecial interest, fulfilling as it did
that
ideal ui
of uiuucm
modern pcuiigugy,
pedagogy, “the
um lutiu
uiv
Maurice Watts went to Rockland
largest possible pupil participation." Friday with the power saw to cut ice
The entire program was given by the j on CJiickawaukec
chickawaukee Lake for John
Boys' Glee Club and the school or Whalen.
chestra, directed by Mrs. Johnson
IN
Warren thermometers registered
with Flora Colson at the piano. This the lowest for the winter Sunday
i was the first appearance of the Boys’ morning at 16 degrees below zero.
Glee Club which has been organized Our citizens who are enjoying a
! only about two months and they cer sojourn in Florida ought to get a
tainly gave a very creditable per thrill out of that.
formance. Following is the program:
A Fox Picture
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer, Mrs. A. T. Nor
Entrance March, "Pride of the Navy."
with
Gustave Schumann, orchestra: "The wood and Mrs. Leroy Norwood werc
Torpedo and the Whale," "Old Folks guests at a dinner bridge Friday eve
JOHN HALLIDAY, JOEL McCREA
at Home." accompaniment, “Humor ning with Mrs Emma Jones as hostess.
ALSO
esque,” Dvorak. Glee Club; “Golden Nine tables at play followed a deli
Moments," Mazurka. J. S. Zarnecnik. cious chicken supper.
Comedy
—
Leather
Pushers
Mrs. Harold Drewctt returned Fri
orchestra; “Toreador Song," from
Carmen, Bizet, Glee Club; "Home day from Lowell having completed her
NOW PLAYING
ward Bound,” Daniel Finclli, Or course at the Faeltcn Pianoforte
School in Boston.
chestra.
“BEAU IDEAL”
• * • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood and
The officers of the Glee Club are: Herbert Thomas enjoyed a dinner
Alvary Gay, president; Israel Snow, bridge Saturday evening at the home
vice president and Richard Stoddard of Charles Smith in Union.
secretary. The membership lists of
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker and
the two organizations’include over 50 George Gardiner attended the fu
of the pupils. Glee Club members neral services of Capt. Walter Willey
are:
Kenneth Hooper. Rodney which took pktcc Friday in Thomas
Murphy, John Davis, Crosby Ludwick, ton.
Israel Snow, Ernest Blackington,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Young and
Victor Armata, Gerald Black. Hugh family of Path spent Sunday with
Snow, Walter Gay, Edward Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Rokes.
Lucien Green. Carleton Ripley,
Miss Annie Starrett and Lillias
Charles Bicknell, Stanley Gay, Liberale Paladino, Carl Philbrook, Byron Kenniston were absent Several days
WEDNESDAYJoy. Anthony Accardi. Members of last week from Commercial College
the Orchestra: Wyvern Fernald. because of severe colds.
THURSDAY
J. C. Cameron of North Adams ar
Lawrence Pike, # Walter Staples,
Frederick Merritt,’ Fletcher Brown. rived Saturday to take his position «s
Vemard Crockett. Louis Bowen. Ed cloth Inspector in Georges River
When 1 hey Sing
ward Gordon. Mildred Sweeney. Vir Mills. He is making the S. A. Watts
rooms
his
headquarters.
ginia Walker, Hervey Allen, Robert
"Lever Come Back To Me"
Allen, Nelson Rokes, Gilford Brad
Benjamin Davis is now able to be
bury, Francis McAlary, Sam Small. about again after an attack of neu
It is something to hear!
Russell Bartlett, Merton Haskell, ritis.
Bernard Cohen, Cynthia Wasgatt.
Harold McFhail of Randolph and
Flora Colson, Yale Goldberg. Oram Eldon Lower of Hyde Park spent the
Lawry, Sherman Rubenstein. Eleven- weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Albert
are members of both organizations: ; McPhail.
and
Herbert Spear, Leon White. Alvary
Miss Adelaide Holt has been ill.
Gay, William Ellingwood. John MouLawrence Do’ham has recently had
laison, Richard Stoddard. Richard the telephone installed — 39-3.
W...
Economy. Howard Chase, Everett
Chester Wallace and Clifford CarIn
Fernald, Frank Pietrosky.
roll
have
finished
harvesting
Ice
from
« 6 « «
Seven Tree Pond.
Sometime in February the Girls'
Miss M. Shirley Castner, teacher of
Glee Club will give an assembly en Hinckley Corner school. Is In receipt
tertainment of folk songs and dances. of an interesting letter received from
Meanwhile here’s the big news! Cor Soufh Hope which reads: "To the
respondence with Miss Dorothy Dean teacher of Hinckley Corner School: I
The stage p'.ay that ran more t an
of Bangor this week indicates that have been Interested in your efforts
a year on Broadway comes now to
it may be possible for the two glee to obtain a piano for your school,
the talking screen with two of the
clubs and the orchestra to fulfill the and am sending a dollar to add to
greater, voices ln the world. Drama,
requirements necessary to' enter the that fund. I attended that school
yes! Music, yes! Roua’ce, yes!
state contest in the spring. The when a young toy. mv home at the
Cut so different and at orbing!
most serious difficulty is the lack of time being near the schoolhouse; the
a ’cellist. There is a possibility that house now occupied by Mrs. Sarah
ADDED
one of our violinists may be able to Starrett. Wishing you success ln your
turn his talent in that direction. undertaking. Allen Boggs <91 years
Spain’s Maddest Fiesta
Here's hoping!
oldi." This indeed shows a fine spirit,
V
♦ * ♦ »
,
High C’s
that of co-operation and a harking
Results of Saturday's intcrclass back to the schooldays long ago when
meet:
pianos were not even on the market
Skating (boys)—100 yard dash— ond when there was no music of anv
NOW SHOWING
Won by Haskell, junior; Thomas, kind in the Schools. Mr. Boggs indi
“MAN WIIO CAME BACK"
freshman, C2cond; 220 yard dash, cates a spirit of unselfishness in thus
with
won by Thomas, sophomore; Joy. helping this generatibn to an advant
CHARLES FARRELL
junior, second; 440 yard dash, ivon by age which he never had the privilege
JANET GAYNOR
Haskell, junior; Shepherd, sopho of enjoying.' Warren people also have
more, second; mil? dash, won by helped toward thLs fund, one ladv
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Thomas, freshman: Haskell, junior, indicating her willingness to pay the
«
Shows
second. Others qualifying for en remainder of the bill after the en
at 2.00
trance in next Saturday's carnival, tertainment put on bv the toys and
6.30, 8.30
Gray, Fisher and Joy, juniors.
girls the last day. These same boys
Saturday
Skating (girls)—100 yard dash— and girls too have worked hard selling
Continuous I
Won by Edna Ross, senior; Cynthia piano fund tickets, nnd also several j
2.00 to 10.30^
Waigatt, senior, second; 220 yard dollars worth of gelatine. Publicity,
A PARAMOUNT PUBLIX THEATRE
flash, won by Edna Ross, senior; too. has a very long arm.
Cynthia Wasgatt, senior, second;
Paul Halligan. son of Mr. and Mrs.

DOROTHY

MACKAILL
ONCE A SINNER”

Lawrence Tibbett
Grace Moore

“NEW MOON”
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TEN BEST FILMS

EASTERN

MANY PLANS MADE

"All Quiet On tht Western At Executive Meeting of the
Front" Headed the L;sv For
S'cte Federation of Music
Last Year
Clubs
Taking first place with the un
precedented vote of 271. giving it the
wide margin of 104 over its nearest
rival and representing the highest
figure ever scored in this series of
annual contests. All Quiet on the
Western Front heads the list of win
ners in The Film Daily's poll for the
Ten Best Pictures of 1930
A special factor operating in favor
of All Quiet was the great amount of
controversy aroused bv this Picture
in Europe. Gertnanv banned it and
several other countries immediatelv
sought to follow suit. This kept All
Quiet in the newspaper headlines
almost constahtlv. The picture wac
produced bv Universal and directed
bv Lewis Milestone from the best
seller bv Erich Maria Retnareue.
Among the principal p’avers in the
cast are Lewis Avres. Louis Wclheim.
John Wrav and "Slim” Summerville.
Second place on the list goes to
Abraham Lincoln, a United Artists
release produced bv D. W. Griffith
with Walter Huston and Una M»rkel
hen'ting the cast. Holidav. Pathe
production directed bv Edward H.
Griffith, with Ann Harding. Mary
Astor, Edward Everett Horton, and
Robert Ames is third.
Journey's End. Tiffany picture di
rected bv James Whale, comes fourth.
Colin Clive is the star and among
his supporting cast are Anthonv
Bushnell. Ian MaeLaren, David Man
ners and Billy Bevan. Fifth and
sixth places are held by Anna
Christie. M-G-M production, directed
bv Clarence Brown, starring Greta
Garbo, supported bv Charles Bick
ford. George Marion and Marie
D-essler, and The Big House, another
M-G-M. directed bv George Hill, with
Chester Morris. Wallace Beerv. Rob
ert Montgomery, Lewis Stone. Leila
Hvarns and George Marion.
With Byrd at the South Pole, the
expedition picture released bv Para
mount. is seventh on the Jist. fol
lowed by The Divorcee. M-G-M pro
duction starring Norma Shearer, di
rected by Robert Z. Leonard and
with a supporting cast that includes
Chester Morris. Conrad Nagel and
Robert Montgomery.
Hell's Angels, the Howard Hughes
air epic released bv United Artists,
is number nine. Jean Harlow Ben
Lvon and James Hall are the chief
players. Then comes Old English,
the Warner Bros, presentation of
George Arliss in his former stage hit.
directed by Alfred E. Green.
About a dozen other distinctly out
standing productions of 1930 were
under a handicap in the voting due
to either having been released so
late in the season that their release
had not been effected over a majority
of the country, or having been re
leased so early in the season that
the critics' memory of the pictures
was dimmed by later events. In this
class might be included Tom Sawyer.
Outward Bound. Sunny Side Up. The
Love Parade, Sarah and Son, Sin
Takes a Holiday and others.

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. F. F. Berry, third vice presi
dent of tbe State Federation of
Music Clubs, attended the executive
r'-etin- or the State board at the
’’om» o’ Mrs. Guv p. Gannett, presi
dent. Portland. In appreciation of
/he work of Miss Julia E. Noyes of
Po"tland in the interest of music
throughout the State, and the special
work she has done in the Maine Fed
eration of Music Clubs, that organizat’on voted Wednesday to give her
a life membership in the National
Federation, this action coming as a
gift from the board of the State or
ganization.
Mrs. Clara Summer of Sanford
was appointed transportation chair
man for the State to the biennial
at San Francisco in June, Mrs. Fred
Stevens of Presque Isle was named
chairman of the special memberships
and endowment committee. The
location of senior and junior clubs
in the State was illustrated by a
map prepared by Mrs. S. Merritt
Farnum of Lewiston, who presented
it to the board. The map shows the
division of the State into the five
districts of the Federation with the
number of clubs in each town of the
district being clearly marked. It is
the plan of the board to have smaller
maps made to be sent to each district
director.
* * * qt
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FURNITURE COMPANY

Good News

No longer can anyone say, “Quality radios cost too much!” Jus{ glance
at the prices of Philco’s quality line. Compare them and you will find
that Philco offers more for your money than any other receiver on the mar
ket. Now’s the lime to invest in these brand new 1931 receivers. For
peiformance and value, Philco stands second to none!

The correct answer to the missing
vowel contest was "Me For Maine &
Maine for Me." It reads the same
backwards as forwards. There were
many answers received and all have
been acknowledged by personal let
ter, with souvenirs.

to attach to the hydrants along Main
and Union streets, and the streets
would be clean as a whistle each
morning for the summer motorists
to admire—instead of saying the
things they do and have said for
years. The argument that a single
stream from a hose half the size of
a fire hose, would flood the sewers,
Here is an easy one in simple is all bosh. You wouldn’t get half
ANCED
.
UNIT
RADIO
arithmetic. This is written Jan. 21, the water you do in a little shower. A
1931. I noted this afternoon how far fewer opening is large enough to
the sun was to the south. I was carry off anything you can get out
The radio that has broken all sales
wondering just how far. Maybe you of one small hose.
records! A complete 7-tube Screen
can tell me. We will sav I live here
ti>
<$>
<$>
Grid Radio and electro-dynamic
at 27 degrees north latitude. The
Men readers of this column inter
speaker in a genuine walnut cabinet
Tropic of Cancer is 24 degrees north
latitude. The sun crosses the equa ested in municipal ownership of
with quilted maple overlays. Illumi
tor. coming north, on March 21. That public utilities, will be interested in
nated Station Recording Dial.
Think of it! A 7-tube Screen Grid Radio and All-Electric Phono
is the first day of our northern the following argument taking place
graph
combined
at
this
marvelous
price!
Includes
electro-dy

spring. It reaches the Tropic of here in Texas:
namic speaker, illuminated station recording dial, electrical
Cancer, the end of its northern trip,
•Farmersville Times)
pick-up and self-starting turntable. Will outperform combi
on June 22. That is the first day of
"There are several hundred loyal
nations costing twice as much!
summer and the longest day in the , citizens in Farmersville who by their
year. A degree of latitude is 69 patronage are helping to pay for the
m "»s. How many miles south of me municipal plant—the plant which
Also Available in a Beautiful New
was the sun todav. Jan. 21? Mail an will in a few years be producing good
swers to me. care of The Courier-Ga dividends to be used for making the s
LOWEOY MODEL
zette.
town bigger and better while elimin
Cabinet of walnut and oriental wood
$<♦$
ating the tax rate. There are other
with butt walnpt arches. Big per
A new activity of the Federation
citizens who will ultimately share in
Magic Valley of Texas
formance!
was reported upon by Miss Noyes,
the
benefits
derived
from
the
plant
We get Amos and Andy, and all
who spoke of the programs broadcast
who
have
not
as
yet
realized
the
im

alternate Sunday afternoons from the national hookups down here, portance of patronizing their own
WCSH. Miss Noyes was recently ap and reception is mostly very clear light plant. We appeal to these citi
pointed chairman of this department, and without static. A hot one came zens to rally to their own enterprise,
and it is planned to have all federat over the line the other day. during which means so much to Farmers
ed clubs in the State represented on a football game, and it may be you ville. and which is even now provid
all heard it way ud yonder in Maine.
these programs during the season.
Mrs. Charles K. Fenderson of The announcer said: "What a game. ing a genuine asset to the city.”
«•»<&<?> s>
Philco’s latest and greatest radio! Balanced-Unit pre
Saco reported that requests have The interference is marvelous—I
come in from all sections of the State haven’t seen such interference since
And then we find "State Pre's"
Listen to the Philco Programs every
cision
combined with the popular superheterodyne circuit
answer. It follows:
regarding applications for the young my’ wife's relatives visited us.”
Tuesday, WNAC, 9.30 to 10.30 P. M.
artists' contest to be held in Port
4$
"Bravely spoken, Marvin Smith!
In
a
beautiful
LOWBOY
model of black walnut ......................................................
$ 129.50
Wednesday, WBZ, 10 to 10.30 P. M.
land in April. All requests for ap
We say it is brave because it may
Thursday, WEEI, 10 to 10.30 P. M.
The
art
of
conversation
went
out
Or,
in
an
exquisite
HIGHBOY
with
doors
......................
........................
’155.00
plications should be received by the when wisecracking came in. We rise up some day to plague vou. After
Try Philco Balanced Tubes. They
last of January. As the next State
your
municipal
plant
is
paid
for
if
Or,
a
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
WITH
AUTOMATIC
RECORD
CHANGER
$272.OO
no more drawing room wit, fcr still working, why should not your
are an important contribution to
convention is to be held in Caribou have
ro
one
ever
stays
in
the
drawing
Philco's superb tone, power and
in the fall, it was voted by the board room. And when petting and neck city go in debt for a municipal news
selectivity. In fact, any radio works
to conduct a Junior Day in Portland
paper? And after that obligation
ing
came
in,
they
made
thinking
(ALL PRICES LESS TUBES)
better with Philco Tubes!
in the spring to make it possible for
shall have been lifted, if ever, why
more of the young musicians to at superfluous and talking impossible. not a municipal bakery next? Those
However, it’s a great world, and great men. the Bolsheviks, have not
tend.
Asfe
Miss Ruth M. Burke, of the junior pretty good most of the time. The stopped at publicly owned electricity.
I feel this way is because I
department, and chairman of the reason
They have put the press into public
had
too
many
flapjacks
for
break

contests for harmonica and rhythm fast—two stbeks. with strips of bacon ownership, and the holy fathers in
bands, announced that this year
Kremlin see to it that the press
Call and see and hear Philco's 1931
A Small Down Payment
these contests will be held in April. 1 draped across the top. And some echoes their own outgivings. There
Masterpiece. Or we will gladly
real
old
maple
syrup.
Boy!
!
An interesting feature after the 1
is no freedom of the press in Russia
Delivers!
demonstrate any of these new mod
♦ ♦♦<$>
o'clock luncheon was the address bv
and will be none for the press at
els for you in your own home. You
Cupid wins with a golf ball. A Farmersville when the Times shall
Miss Hazel Tapley of the Fraternity
A Year To Pay
House regarding the work done in new stunt. Over in Phoenix, Ariz., be edited from the city hall and Mar
will be thrilled!
the Balance!
the music settlement school. De j Ezra Stevens, big oil man, drove a vin Smith warned that he will be
283 MAIN ST.
TEL. 291
ROCKLAND
lightful musical numbers were given , golf ball into the air. It hit Mar- shot at sunrise if he makes any com
bv Miss Ruth M. Burke and Miss j jory Cooper right over the heart, just plaint over the confiscation of his
Hc’en Benner of Lewiston, pianists: I like that. And now they are engaged property. His friends will hardlv
and by Miss M. Isabelle Jones in a | to be married. Of course she groaned dare to come to his support, suppos
' and fainted after she was hit, and ing he will have any friends when the
group of Welsh songs.
j there was some explaining to do—but pressure shall be e»erted. Thev will
TO AID SPAWNING FISH
she landed him. Girls, hang around be directed to the municipal bakery
the golf courses next spring, and see for obtaining their bread and if one
FRIENDSHIP
After conversations with Represen what happens. No oil men up your of them should venture to hurrah
HAD A GOOD YEAR
| for Dec. 27 were $128,216,436 trust
.MUST BE DEALT WITH
The Methodist ladies' aid held its tative Wallace H. White, chairman way, but you might get a big butter for Smith in his extremity his bread
' companies $209,737,986.
annual meeting Jan. 21 at the home
and
egg
man
or
something.
card would be taken away from him ; Drunken Driver Worst Menace To
Banks, Trust Companies and L. & B.
The resources of the 36 loan and
of Mrs. Lizzie Thompson and these of the Merchant Marine Committee,
<s>
Then he could eat weeds or starve,
Associations Made Fine Showing building associations of Maine, in
Traffic
—
Six
Hundred
Lost
Licenses
officers were elected: President, Fish Commissioner Henry O'Malley
In 1930
creased $1,251,000 to a total of $23,London. England, claims to be the according to his preference. When
Vi:
Last Year
Hattie Lawry; first vice, Ruth Prior; has sent to Maine O. B. Gilroy, enpublic ownership starts there is no
947,224.91 during the year, while the
second vice, Josie Burns; secretary, J gineer of the Bureau of Fisheries, to cleanest city in the world. They logical ending place. The Bolsheviks
in the
;hy
Increases in deposits in Maine accumulated stock Increased $1,303,wash all the paved streets every
Revocations of licenses in 1930 for
Elin Cook; treasurer, Adelia Jame
night, at a cost of $5000 a night. found that out early. There is no i operating automobiles while intoxi- days of thy youth.
nth. Rise free from savings banks and trust companies 00ff to a total of $19,912,663.05, he
son; committees: Fancy work Geneva make a survey of the fishways in Miami
does it for $25 a night with a more reason why property rights j■ cated were more than six times care before the dawn, and seek ad during the past year would "lead to reported. The mortgage loans in
Thompson, chairman; aprons. Bertha clams on Maine rivers, to the end that heavy tractor
washing and scrubbing should be annulled in the case of |
Jameson, chairman; flowers. Susan fish seeking to get up-river to spawn machine. And Rockland could do it electric plants than in printing greater than the next largest group ventures. Let the noon find thee by the belief that Maine has not been so creased $1,251,000 to a total of $23,Wotton. chairman. A very pleasant may do so. Mr. Gilroy will go to Au- for $10 a night during the summer- plants or bread plants or shoe shops 2 of traffic violations, and showed an other lakes, and the night overtake hard hit by depression as some other 299,182.56. The figures were taken
at the close of business, Dec. 27, 1930.
afternoon was enjoyed by the 17 j gusta to discuss plans for the survey two men and a small length of hose or meat markets. The logical end of II increase of nearly 18 per cent over
thee everywhere at home."—Thoreau. states." says Bank Commission Annis.
! with Fish Commissioner Stobie.
the
previous
year,
records
in
the
of

present.
socialism is communism, and the j
That is some different from what
Trust company deposits increased
only end of communism is military I fice of secretary’ of state revealed.
discipline. After that, death comes ,i During the past year there were the preacher said in 975 B. C„ but is $1,080,000 as of Dec. 27, 1930, while
103 persons adjudged improper to op good advice just the same. Harry savings deposits increased $1,736,000.
like a furlough into freedom."
erate a motor vehicle; 101 convictions Daniels was able to follow it for 11
Trust company bills payable and
Ge«uX.
for reckless driving; and 49 convic- weeks, and then “the spirit was wil notes rediscounted were $4,886,635,
Readers who now operate Ford | tjons (or leaving the scene of an ac ling. but the flesh was weak," so the which represented a 40 per cent
HOMEY
cars will be glad to know that it was cident .
bed for him. But Thoreau did as decrease during the year. This
- The Reliable family
f7/7£/TAR
announced at Detroit this week ’hat
Of approximately 1,009 suspen- he told others to do, for we find this meant, Annis said, that trust com- .
C
ough
syrup
compound
the new’_Ford Straight Eight is to be sions and revocations for violations in his "Walden.”
panies had borrowed less money for '
called "The Edison." and that it will of the motor laws in 1930, 637 were
"To anticipate, not the sunrise and1 current needs due to the increase in 1 OVER IOO Ml LLIOH BOTTLES USED
sell for around $1000. It's a beauty, revoked for drunken driving, and. in , the dawn jnerely, but if possible, Na- deposits. Savings banks total assets
and every Ford owner will want one. addition, 121 licenses are now under' ture herself! How many mornings,
suspension pending appeal. In 1929. summer and winter, before any
BLUE DAYS COMING
523 licenses were revoked for that neighbor was stirring about his busi
offense. The license of a person con ness, I have been about mine. It is
And Multi-Colored Nights—Snrmr victed of this charge is automatically true, I never assisted the sun materi
Styles Brokefi Gently To the Read forfeited for three years.
ally in his rising, but, doubt not, it
ers.
Secretary of State Smith, attribu was of the last importance only to
The style warnings of late Jamiqrl ted the increase in numbers of con be present at it.”
indicate that women arc gnino
victions for intoxication to the in-' Last summer at Wessagusset
change their present black frame of creased number of operators, the lack Beach, my bed room window was or. i
mind for a brown one when spring of sympathy in the courts for this the east side, looking at Great Hill.
comes. There will be blue davs too, class of offender, and the increased Occasionally the sun woke me as it
and pastel hours and multi-colored vigilance of police offlcials.
came over the hill and shone into
nights.
A large number of drunken drivers, my room. Did I get up? Yes, when
Simplicity and individualism by he said, are discovered only when 'Jerry the Cat” had been out ail
dav and glamour with elegance by they get into trouble. Drunken night and was at the door hollering
night are spring-time essentials
drivers are ultimately issued con for me to let him in. Imagine I was
We have heart} almost the last of ditional licenses. Smith said he was more peeved at “Jerry" than I was
ensemble costumes for the street
bothered with few “repeaters.”
rejoiced to see "Old 6ol."
There you have the gist of spring
In 1930, 212 licenses were suspend
When I used to go to Maine every
styles as New York is turning them ed indefinitely; there were ten 30-day summer by steamer. I saw the sun
out.
suspensions: 15 60-day suspensions; rise twice on thc trip. Going down,
Coats are to be dark, frequently five 90-day suspensions; and three I always woke up before we reached
seven-eighths or a little shorter. six months’ suspensions for various Monhegan, and then watched for
Long ones will be of the general infractions. More speeding cases and Southern Island Light as we passed
Bodies
starting
through
the
shop.
utility type. They will be cut on fewer reckless driving cases are being \
an(j then I watched for the sun.
Trains unload in the plant.
present semi-flared lines and belted. brought before him. Smith said.
Coming back I did the same down by
Scarfs p’ay a big part in the spring
Thatcher's somewhere.
scheme. On coats they may be de
Fifty years ago this winter I was
tachable flat fur affairs. Or the coat
getting up before sun-up, because I
may be furnished with a scarf collar
had to be a Wildcat and get the fire
1
IT
which belongs to the dress under
going in the box-stove in that "two
neath. In that case the dress will
' by twice” schoolhouse so the kids
o
show a little beneath the coat hem,
1 wouldn’t freeze when they got there.
. . 1 .* '•
carrying out the two-color scheme,
For instance, Thursday, Dec. 30.
■jF Fi*
BEWARE
OF
which is an important phase of the’
//
1880 by Dad's diary:
new smartness. Browns anti greens
“Did not work this a. m„ too cold.
Cf
A
IMITATIONS
and browns and wood tones are well, But Boze took his dinner-pail and
K-i - * w
v
sponsored combinations.
moseyed
right
along
to
his
job
as
JS
Dresses will be more or less inde
®
*
‘teacher’ at Wildcat.”
pendent of wraps. New York costum
NLESS you see the name
After years of being in doors I
ers are resigned to a breaking up of
“Thank you, sir, but—well, that’s
found
I
was
getting
soft,
so
now
after
Bayer
and the word genuine
the ensemble system. The two-color
the first time I ever had a tip be
breakfast I just go out and buck a
scheme is smarter.
on the package as pictured
nor'wester for a few minutes. It's
Brown is not the only permissible fore shaving a gentleman."
here you can never be sure
like "ducking" when the water's cold,
*}That isn’t a tip, man. That’s
sDring color, black and white will re
but boy, isn’t it glonotis after that!
that you are taking genuine
tain much of their prestige. Brown hush money.”
So come along with me for about a
with green or some shade of vellow
Bayer Aspirin tablets which
five-mile
saunter.
or ecru, navy blue with white: and
thousands of physicians have
Let us get up earlv when the sun is
nastel shades in combination with
"Clothing the palpable and familiar
dark colors ail will be good for day
always prescribed.
With golden exhalations of the dawn."
time wear in town or country.
Says Harry—"Run along and sell
Afternoon apparel introduces more
The name Bayer means
' your papers son.”
gray than usual, with black, dark
When bad breath, or a coated
The
Saunterer.
genuine
Aspirin. It is your
blue and light and dark browns im tongue, biliousness or headaches warn
Genuine Bayer Aspirin
Somerville, Mass.
portant. Plain colors are to take the of constipation, don't take violent
guarantee of purity — your
promptly
relieves:
ascendency over prints, most of the purgatives. There’s no use when a
protection against imitations.
dressmakers sav. Color is gradually I candy Cascaret will stop the trouble
>■
breaking up the monotonous
black jn a jjffy. wj|| eiean9e your system
HEADACHES, SORE
Millions of users have proved
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
and white of evening dresses, lemon pleasantly, and completely.
Conveyors carry wheels with mounted tires over a line on which cars pass to completion.
that
it
is
safe.
THROAT,
LUMBAGO,
with blue green, peach and brown,
The relief you get so promptly
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
their trip on a conveyor while the third view is of
turquoise blue with white are all new. from Casearets is lasting. Casearets
erage—a perfect mixer
The highly important part played by conveyor sys
RHEUMATISM,
NEURITIS,
■ the conveyor system used to bring wheels to the
are made from eascara, a substance
Listen In every Friday evening at
tems in all Ford Motor Company manufacturing and
BAYER
ASPIRIN
DOES
NOT
■ chassis which are also moving on a conveyor. As
these
apples
,
which
medical
authorities
agree
acCustomer: “Three of
NEURALGIA, COLDS,
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
assembly plants is graphically shown in the above ' indicated in the picture, a constant flow of wheels
vou sent me were rotten. I am bring ’ tually strengthens the bowel muscles.
Distributed by
DEPRESS
THE
HEART
ACHES
and PAINS
three pictures taken in the recently opened EdgeSo
Casearets
are
a
blessing
to
old
ing them back."
on which the tires have already been mounted moves
Rockland Produce Co.
Storekeeper: "That's all right, folks with weakened bowels; to chil
water, N. J., plant. One of the pictures shows how
around and over the chassis assembly line. Aa a
madam. You needn’t bring them dren; to anyone in need of establish Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
parts may be unloaded from freight cars within the
chassis enters the section, workers, In groups of four,
Aspirin is the trade-mark of Bayer manufacture of monoaceticacideeter of salicylicacid
Miniature Golf Course
back. Your word is just as good as the ing regular Imwel habits. Ten cents
each take a wheel from the hooka and fasten It to
plant only a few feet from the various assembly lines.
146-29
a
bpx
—
all
drug
stores,
apples."
Another picture shows automobile bodies starting ! the chassis.
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MORE NEWS !

Easy Terms On All Models

Us For A Home Demonstration

Philco — The World's Largest Selling Radio
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Conveyors Carry Ford Car Parts
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Don *t Go to Extremes
To End Constipation

